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A B ST R A C T
A RELATIVISTIC M ODEL FO R HEAVY  
M ESO NS
Jialin Zeng 
Old Dominion University, 1995 
Director: Dr. J. W. Van Orden
Motivated by the present interest in the heavy quaxk effective theory, we 
construct a  model for heavy mesons based on a  relativistic bound state wave equa­
tion, the Gross equation. The kernel we use is based on scalar confining and vector 
Coulomb potentials. Wave functions are treated to leading order and energies to 
order 1 / ttiq in the heavy-light systems, and to order I / iuq in heavy-heavy sys­
tems. Our results are in good agreement with experimental measurements. This 
model may be used to study weak decay properties in the framework of the heavy 
quark effective theory and ultimately to extract Vcb from experimental data.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction and M otivation
This work constructs a potential model for heavy mesons by means of a 
quasipotential approach. Based on the spectator equation [1], we have constructed 
the Hamiltonian for the heavy meson systems and calculated the heavy meson 
spectra. The model is constructed in such a  way tha t the heavy quark effective 
theory can be applied to calculate weak decay amplitudes and form factors, and 
to extract Vcb from experimental data.
As mesons axe made up of elementary particles, we begin with a brief survey 
of elementary particles and their interactions to provide necessary background for 
further development in subsequent chapters.
1.1 Elem entary Particles
At the beginning of this century, people believed that all m atter was made of 
atoms. After Rutherford’s discovery of the nucleus in 1911, and the early devel­
opment of quantum mechanics, physicists were convinced that atoms were made 
of nuclei and electrons. After the discovery of neutrons in 1932, physicists were 
convinced that nuclei were made of protons and neutrons which are collectively 
called nucleons.
In the 1940’s and 1950’s, some new particles appeared and the number of 
particles was increasing. By the end of the 1960’s, more than thirty new particles
1
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had been found. Although it was not clear if these new particles were elementary, 
physicists were able to observe some of their properties and separate all the known 
particles into three groups: hadrons, leptons and gauge bosons.
Hadrons tire the particles that experience strong forces. The hadrons that 
are fermions are called baryons. The hadrons that are bosons are called mesons. 
Nucleons and pions are examples of hadrons. They are the lightest baryons and 
mesons respectively.
It was later realized that the observed hadrons were not elementary particles. 
In 1964, a composite model of hadrons, which is now called the quark model, 
was proposed by Zweig and Gell-Mann independently [2, 3, 4]. According to this 
model, hadrons were composed of constituents which were called quarks by Gell- 
Mann. Since then, the quark model has been improved by extensive theoretical 
studies and supported by overwhelming experimental evidence.
At present, it is believed that quarks, leptons and gauge bosons are elementary 
particles. Quarks and leptons are the elementary fermions. Quarks experience 
strong, electromagnetic and weak interactions. Leptons experience electromag­
netic and weak interactions. Gauge bosons play the roles of transmitting forces 
between the elementary fermions.
To date, there exist six flavors of quarks. They are up (u), down (d), strange 
(s), charm (c), bottom (b) and top (t ) quarks. Some properties of these quarks 
are listed in Table 1.
In addition to the properties listed in Table 1 , quarks have another degree 
of freedom called color. Each quark (flavor) may have any of the three colors 
which may be called red, green and blue. It is the color charge that distinguishes 
quarks from leptons, whose lack of this color degree of freedom forbids them from 
participating in any strong interactions.
Each quark has an antiquark as its antiparticle. We use q to represent the 
antiquark of quark q. The antiquark is identical to its corresponding quark except 
for the reversal of its electric charge, intrinsic parity, color and some other quantum 
numbers.
In the lepton sector, there are six leptons. Three of the leptons are charged,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Table 1: Some properties of quarks
quarks spin electric charge intrinsic parity mass(GeF) heavy flight
u 12 IN + ~  0.3 light quark
d 12 - | N + ~  0.3 light quark
s 12 - I N + ~  0.5 light quark
c 12 §N + ~  1.5 heavy quark
b 12 - I N + ~  5 heavy quark
t 12 IN + ~  170 heavy quark
namely the electron (e- ), muon (p~) and tau ( r - ), each carrying an electric 
charge of — |e|. The other three are electrically neutral, and they axe known as 
the electron neutrino (ve), muon neutrino (z/M) and tau neutrino (i/T). Like quarks, 
each lepton also has an antilepton.
In quantum field theory, when particles interact with each other, they exchange 
gauge bosons. There exist different gauge bosons for different interactions. They 
are the massless gluons of strong interactions, massless photon of electromagnetic 
interactions and massive weak bosons W ±, Z° of weak interactions. W + and W~  
carry electric charge + |e | and — [e| respectively. The other gauge bosons do not 
carry electric charge.
Hadrons consist of quarks and gluons. By assuming that hadrons are bound 
states of quarks and antiquarks, the naive quark model has achieved great success 
in explaining many hadron properties. It is now a common assumption that 
baryons are bound states of three valence quarks (919293), while mesons are bound 
states of one valence quark and one valence antiquark (9192)- Heavy mesons are 
the mesons that contain at least one heavy quark.
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1.2 Evidence for Color
To understand why color is introduced, consider the example of the baryon 
A ++. The A ++ is a bound state of three u quaxks with total angular momentum 
J  =  3/2. It is also the lightest paxticle with configuration uuu and, therefore, is 
the ground state of uuu. This means that all three quaxks axe in an s (/ =  0) state 
and, therefore, the spatial wave function of the three u quark system is symmetric 
under the interchange of any two u quaxks. Furthermore, since there is no orbital 
angular momentum, the spins of the quaxks axe the only contributions to the total 
angular momentum, and the spin wave function is symmetric since J  =  3/2. As 
a result, the A ++ wave function
|A ++ > =  |utm > \space > |spin >
is symmetric under the interchange of any two of its constituents. This violates 
the Pauli principle.
To correct this problem, Greenberg [5] proposed that quaxks have an additional 
degree of freedom which is now called color. Under this proposal, each quark 
has a hidden color degree of freedom, and the color wave function of A ++ is 
antisymmetric under the interchange of any two quarks, thus preserving the Pauli 
principle.
This proposal is supported by experiments measuring the cross sections of 
e+e" —*■ hadrons and e+e_ —> p+fi~. Theoretically, the cross sections for these 
two processes are related by [6]
o(c^~c  ̂hadrons) ^  ^  ^
a ( e + c - - ^ - )  =c£ t  7’
where q denotes the quark flavor and Qq is the charge of the quaxk q in units of 
|e|: Qu =  2/3, Qd =  —1/3, etc. It is found that this expression agrees with data 
only if there exist three different colors [7, 8].
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1.3 QCD and QED
In order to understand how quarks are bound to form hadrons, one needs to 
understand how quarks interact with one another.
Since quarks carry electric charge, they must experience electromagnetic in­
teractions. However, there exist some hadrons that are composed of quaxks with 
electric charges of the same sign. For example, A ++ =  uuu. The electromagnetic 
interactions the u quarks experience are repulsive. Therefore, the interaction that 
binds quarks into hadrons must be another kind of interaction that is stronger than 
the electromagnetic interaction. This interaction is called the strong interaction 
and is the same interaction that binds nucleons into nuclei.
The correct theory for strong interactions is now believed to be the quantum 
field theory Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). To bring out the flavor of this 
theory, we use Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) as our basis for comparison, 
since QED is very well understood. Its calculations of atomic and molecular 
properties agree with experiments extremely well.
The Lagrangian for QED is
L q e d  =  ~ F IU>F IU' +  i 7 » D rf>  -  , ( 2 )
where
Env =  dpAj/ d„A^
is the QED field strength tensor,
Dp =  dp — ieAp
is the covariant derivative, e is the electric charge of the electron,^ * 1 are the Dirac 
7 -matrices as shown in Appendix A, 0  is the electron field, m  is the mass of the 
electron, and Ap is the photon field.
The Lagrangian for QCD is
Lqco =  -  +  < £  $  T* (B ,)« H  , (3)
‘t  q q
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where
=  d» K  -  d»Al  +  SsfabcAlAl 
is the QCD field strength tensor,
a L
A“ are the generators in the fundamental representation of SU(3), tpgi are the Dirac 
spinors associated with each quark field of color i and flavor q, j4“ (a =  1 , 2 , • • -8 ) 
are the gluon fields, g3 is the QCD coupling constant, and f abc are the structure 
constants of the SU(3) algebra defined by
•  rabc 
— IJ —  .
J 2
The Lagrangians of QCD and QED axe very similar in general structure, in 
that both are local gauge theories with spin 1/2 fermions. Both have the gauge 
term (FMI/F M1/), the interaction term ( ^ 7 ^ D ^ )  and the mass term (mrptp). The 
differences reside in the fact that L q e d  is invariant under a local U {  1) gauge 
transformation
t/>(x) — ► 0 '(x) =  e,ê x) ^>(x),
and under this gauge transformation the photon field transforms as
A ^ x )  — ► A'^(x) =  A»{x) +  d ^ ( x ) .
In contrast, L q c d  is invariant under a  local nonabelian S U ( 3) gauge transforma­
tion
^>(x) — ► xl?'(x) =  A°9<,̂ 2 ^(x),
and the gluon fields transform as
A“(x) —  A’l(x )  =  A“(x) +  3„0*(x) - g J abceb(x)Acli(x),
—  _  
T ’T
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where 0 (1 ) and 6a(x) are position-dependent parameters. In QED, there is a 
single gauge boson, the photon. In QCD, there axe eight gauge bosons known as 
gluons. The significant difference between these two theories is that the gluons 
in QCD carry color charge and this allows self-coupling of gluons, while in QED, 
photons do not couple to each other since they do not carry electric charge.
The possibility of this gluon-gluon coupling leads to an important property 
of QCD — asymptotic freedom. To understand this property, let’s start with 
another concept — the running coupling constant, i.e. a  coupling constant that 
varies with the energy scale.
In both QED and QCD, the running coupling constants a  and a , are used 
to measure the strength of interactions between two (electric- or color-) charged 
particles. In QED,
O W ) - ^ ,  (4,
where Q2 = —q2 and q is the four-momentum transferred during the interactions. 
In QCD,
„  _  9s(Q2)
s{Q ’ • (5)
The quantities of e and g„ have been defined in the Lagrangian.
The running coupling constants in QED and QCD behave very differently. In 
QED, an electron is surrounded by a cloud of virtual positron-electron (e+e_) 
pairs as a result of the vacuum polarization. This causes the effect of chaxge 
screening, just as happens in a dielectric medium. When two electrons interact 
with each other, the transmitted photons need to probe through the cloud that 
shields the bare charges. The strength of the interaction therefore depends on the 
energy and momentum of the transmitted photons.
As Q2 increases the resolution of the photon probe increases and smaller dis­
tances are probed. The smaller the distance probed, the less shielding is experi­
enced. As a result, the electron charge “felt” by another electron increases with 
Q2. The result is that the running coupling constant increases with Q2.
In QCD, a quark is not only surrounded by a cloud of quark-antiquark (qq)
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pairs but also by gluons, which are also color charged. As it turns out, this addi­
tional contribution reverses the effect from qq pairs and leads to an antiscreening 
effect. The running coupling constant of QCD decreases with increasing Q2.
When contributions up to one loop level are considered, the running coupling 
constant of QCD is [9]
19ir
a ‘ (Q2) =  r n  T n  ( < K  ’ (6)(33 — 2n/)ln
where nj is the number of flavors of quarks with mass-squared less than Q2 and A 
is the QCD scale parameter, which has a value somewhere between 0.1 GeV and 
0.5 GeV.
One immediately observes that for Q2 A2, as(Q2) is small. This means that
when the momentum transfer is large, or when the two quarks are separated by 
a short distance, the strength of the strong interaction between the two quarks is 
weak. This is the property of asymptotic freedom.
Isolated quarks have never been observed. This has led to the hypothesis 
of quark confinement. It is believed that the only particle states that we can 
observe are colorless ones. Since quarks have color, one cannot observe a free 
quark. When quarks are bound into hadrons, only the combination that results 
in colorless bound states can exist. This means that not all combinations of quarks 
and antiquarks are allowed. For example, qqq and qq are readily observed, while 
qqq and qq are thought not to exist.
1.4 Quark P otentia l M odel Approach
At large Q2, or short distances, QCD is asymptotically free. Since the running 
coupling constant is small, perturbative techniques like those used to solve QED 
can be applied to solve QCD in this region. However, as the quark separation 
r  increases, or equivalently as Q2 decreases, a,(Q 2) becomes large as indicated 
by (6 ), and QCD is confined. In this region, perturbation theory breaks down, 
and we need other methods to solve QCD.
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Various approaches have been developed to extract hadron properties from 
QCD. Among them, the lattice approach [10] may be the most promising method 
since, in principle, it calculates hadron properties exactly from the QCD La­
grangian. By formulating QCD on a lattice, in which quarks are located at lattice 
sites and gluons on the links between the lattice sites, one can perform numerical 
calculations by using the Feynman path integral technique. By this approach, 
one finds the indication that the interquark potential is linear at large separations 
of quarks. Application of lattice QCD to many physical processes is currently 
limited by available computing power.
The method of QCD sum rules [11] is another approach that has been ex­
tensively studied. By making the Wilson operator product expansion for a  time- 
ordered product of quark currents, an n-point function can be expressed in terms of 
the Wilson coefficients and the vacuum expectation values of quark and gluon con­
densate operators. The Wilson coefficients contain the information about small- 
distance separation of quarks and can be calculated by perturbative techniques. 
The vacuum matrix elements contain the information for large-distance separation 
of quarks and can be treated phenomenologically. As a result, on one hand, one 
can obtain an expression for the n-point function in terms of QCD parameters 
such as o s(Q2) and the quark masses. On the other hand, the n-point function can 
also be expressed in terms of hadron properties. Equating these two expressions 
for the n-point function using a matching procedure, one can express the hadron 
properties in terms of the QCD parameters.
In spite of the remarkable progress being made by the approaches of lattice 
QCD and QCD sum rules, many technical problems remain unsolved at present. 
The hadron properties that can be extracted by these two approaches are still 
very limited.
An alternative approach that has been quite successful in providing physical 
insight into hadron physics is the quark potential model approach. The idea of 
this approach is very simple. To study hadron properties, one can study the bound 
states of quarks. A traditional and direct way to study particle bound states is to 
first obtain the equations of motion for the particles and solve them. In principle,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the equations of motion for quarks in hadrons can be derived from QCD. Unfor­
tunately, the exact solution of these equations of motion is unavailable. However, 
since the general features of strong interactions can still be extracted from QCD, 
one can make models to mimic such interactions. In these models, one formu­
lates approximate equations of motion for quarks in hadrons based on currently 
understood QCD properties. Using these models, many hadron properties can be 
calculated. Although the approximations made by this approach are often crude 
and lack direct theoretical support from QCD, this approach has provided a sim­
ple picture for understanding hadron physics and has been surprisingly successful 
in explaining large amounts of data.
The earliest quark potential models are also the simplest nonrelativistic quark 
models. In these models the equations of motion for quaxks in hadrons axe ap­
proximated by a Schrodinger equation with spin-independent interquark poten­
tials [12, 13, 14, 15]. The spin-independent potentials axe constructed according 
to the property of asymptotic freedom and quark confinement of QCD. In the 
asymptotically free region where quaxks are separated by a short distance r  or 
where Q2 is large, QCD can be studied using perturbative techniques. When only 
the first order terms axe considered, the interquark potential for the short-range 
region comes from the one-gluon exchange potential Vo g e • Suppressing the color 
indices, the Dirac structure of the potential can be taken to have the form
Uog£ =  7(1) - 7 (2) K( Q2) ,  (7)
where 7 ^  denotes the 7 -matrices for particle i and
v„(Q2) = ■ (8)
In the non-relativistic expansion of (7), one replaces the 7 -matrices by unity, 
and (7) reduces to a spin-independent potential as its lowest order approximation, 
which is the potential shown in (8 ). Written in coordinate space, we cast K (r) 
into the form
K W  =  . (9)
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Note that a s(r) is not the Fourier transform of as(Q2). In fact, (9) serves to define 
cts(r).
In the confining region, where quaxks are separated by a large distance or where 
Q 2 is small, the study of lattice QCD indicates that the interquark potential
increases linearly with the distance between the quarks [16, 17, 18, 19]. Many
models, therefore, have assumed the confining potential to be a  linear potential 
in coordinate space
Vcon/(r) =  br +  c  , (10)
where b is the string tension from lattice QCD and c represents an r-independent 
shift of the potential.
When incorporating both these features of QCD—asymptotic freedom and 
confinement—into a  quark potential model, the interquark potential can be 
naively constructed as the Coulomb-plus-linear potential
^ ( r ) =  " ^ ^  +  fo' +  c ,  (11)
o r
which is spin-independent.
One of the earliest models of mesons to include spin-dependent effects is the 
model for charmonium by De Rujula, Georgi and Glashow [20]. This model uses 
the Coulomb-plus-linear potential as the spin-independent potential and includes 
the spin-dependent effects from the one-gluon exchange interaction. The result­
ing spin-dependent potential is similar to the Breit-Fermi interaction [21, 22, 23] 
in positronium. The charmonium spectrum calculated from this model agrees 
well with the experimental data for most of the states. However, some splittings 
of states disagree with data sharply, which indicates that spin-dependent effects 
arising from the confining potential should also be considered [24].
Although nonrelativistic models have described heavy quarkonium (cc, bb) 
systems with reasonable success, they are not adequate for studying systems with 
one or more light quarks. The reason for this is that while <  p  >  /m g 1 
for heavy quarks, this is not necessarily true for light quarks. As a result, the 
relativistic corrections to the Schrodinger equation may be large for the light 
quarks.
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To improve the nonrelativistic models, Godfrey and Isgur [25] proposed a rel­
ativized model for mesons. In this model, relativistic kinematics axe included 
by modifying the kinetic term in the Schrodinger equation, so that the mechani­
cal energy of the quarks is given by the relativistic expression +  P i) 1̂ 2
instead of the nonrelativistic expression 5Zi_.1(m ,+p?/2m ,). In addition, the spin- 
dependent effects are modified by including the spin-orbit interaction associated 
with the long-range confining potential. Meson spectra calculated with this model 
are remarkably close to experimental masses in all flavor sectors. However, this 
model is not covariant.
According to special relativity, laws of physics must be Lorentz covariant. That 
is, the mathematical equations describing the physics must have the same form in 
all inertial frames. One way to construct a covariant model for meson systems is 
to start from the Bethe-Salpeter equation [26], since this equation is a covariant 
two-body equation. In this method, the quark-antiquark potential is summarized 
by the Bethe-Salpeter kernel, which in general has the Lorentz structure (See, for 
example, [27].)
V =  Vs  1 ® 1 +  Vv Y  ® 7m + Vp 7s ® 75 + VA 7*i75 ® ^ Vr o-'**' ® ,
where V5 , VV, Vp, Va and Vj are scalar, vector, pseudoscalar, axial-vector, and 
tensor potentials. In meson systems, the one-gluon exchange interaction gives 
rise to a vector term. The Lorentz structure of the confining potential is still 
unclear since this potential cannot be derived from QCD. However, it has been 
argued by Gromes [27] that the main contribution of confinement to  the kernel 
in the charmonium system should be vector and/or scalar. This is because the 
leading contribution from other terms gives spin-spin interactions or zero, which 
contradicts the experimental data. On the other hand, it has been found [28] that 
there are no normalizable bound state solutions to the Dirac equation with vector 
confinement because of the Klein paradox [29]. Although the confining potential 
may have a much more complicated Lorentz structure, it is often assumed to be 
a scalar potential. The Bethe-Salpeter kernel for meson systems can therefore be
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approximated as the sum of the vector and scalar terms:
y  =  7 ( i ) . 7 (2 )Vv +  V s , (12)
where Va is the linear confining potential Vconf in the coordinate space.
1.5 W eak Interactions and Vcb
1.5.1 Weak Interactions
Hadrons experience not only the strong and electromagnetic interactions, but 
also the weak interactions. The hadrons that decay exclusively through weak in­
teractions have much longer lifetimes than those which decay through strong or 
electromagnetic interactions. The cross sections of weak processes are also cor­
respondingly much smaller. It is now believed tha t the correct theory for weak 
interactions is the Standard Model of electroweak interactions [30, 31, 32]. Ac­
cording to this theory, the electromagnetic and weak interactions are two aspects 
of a single interaction, the electroweak interaction. During a weak process, one 
or more of three different gauge bosons may be exchanged. They are the massive 
bosons W +, W~ and Z° with Mw± ~  80 GeV and Mz° ~  90 GeV.
The W ± bosons mediate the charge-changing weak interactions. This is be­
cause W + and W~ carry electric charge and, therefore, can alter the electric 
charge of a particle with which they interact. One example of such a process is 
the /?-decay of the neutron, n —► p +  e~ +  ve. This process is represented by Fig­
ure 1. The neutron emits a  gauge boson W~ and changes to a proton. The W~ 
then decays into an €~ vt pair. In this process, the electric charge of the decaying 
neutron is changed by the emission of W~.
In contrast, the Z° boson mediates the charge-preserving weak interactions 
since Z° carries no electric charge and the particles that participate in the inter­
actions preserve their electric charge.
On a  more fundamental level, the weak interactions that are experienced by 
hadrons involve quarks and leptons. In the example of neutron /3-decay described
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u d d 
(n)
Figure 2 : Feynman diagram representing the decay of a  d quaxk into a  u quark in 
/9-decay of neutron.
earlier by Figure 1 , the decay process can be understood as that in which one of 
the d quarks in the neutron has decayed into a u quark by emitting a W ~, as 
shown in Figure 2. This change of quark flavor results in the transformation of 
the neutron into a proton.
Only left-handed leptons and quarks participate in charge-changing weak in­
teractions. In the standard model, the charge-changing interactions of leptons 
and quarks are described by the Lagrangian [33, 34]
Lcc =
x/2
H i XZl + U'l 1XD'l W t  +  h.c. (13)
Here h.c. represents the hermitian conjugate of the first term, g is the weak gauge 
coupling constant, W  is the charged gauge boson field,
(14)f  " e l
(  6 )
(  u ' \
(  d ' \
V = , t  = , U '  = d , and D' — s '
K V -r ) \  T  ) y, J U /
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are the weak eigenstates, and the subscript L denotes the left-handed component 
of the particles. In the leptonic sector of Lcc, the weak eigenstates v and I  are 
just the physical lepton fields. However, in the quark sector of Lcc, the weak 
eigenstates U' and U  are not the physical quark fields. The physical quark fields 
(the mass eigenstates) are
(15)
which are linear combinations of the weak eigenstates. Lcc can be written in terms 
of the mass eigenstates as
( u ) ( d )u = c and D = s
K t J \ b J
Lcc = ~ ^ =  [ v l ^ Z l  + Ul 1x Vckm D l } W+ + h.c
where
Vc k m  =
(16)
(17)
f vud K , v * '  
vcd Va  Vet
v, Vtd Vu Vtb J  
is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [35, 36]. 
The leptons are naturally grouped into three doublets:
(18)
L \  r  /  t  /  L
Only leptons from within the same doublet interact via the charge-changing in­
teractions. Therefore, the only lepton transitions we have are e~ «-» ue, fi~ vM, 
t ~  i /T and their corresponding antilepton transitions.
The six quarks also form three doublets with the positively charged quarks as 
upper members and the negatively charged quarks as lower members:
(19)
L '  ~ /  L '
Like the leptons, the quark weak eigenstates have transitions only between mem­
bers of the same doublets. However, since the weak eigenstates are not the same
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as the mass eigenstates, the charge-changing transitions of a quark are not ex­
clusively from or to the other member of its doublet. For example, the u quark 
participates not only in the u *-* d transitions but also the u *-*■ s and u *-* b tran­
sitions. As a  result, the u quark participates in transitions involving d quarks, s 
quarks and b quarks via the mixing
d" = Vudd +  Vu.3 +  Vubb . (20)
The nine matrix elements Vij determine the strength of the quark mixing. They 
have to be determined by experiments and can be parametrized in terms of three 
mixing angles and one phase factor [37].
The electroweak sector of the standard model provides quantitative physical 
descriptions of all the electroweak phenomena and can explain many experimental 
data. Its predictions on the existence as well as the masses of W *  and Z° have 
now been confirmed [38, 39, 40, 41]. Although it is still in the stage of undergoing 
further experimental tests and some of its predictions such as the existence of the 
Higgs boson still need to be confirmed, the standard model is now believed to be 
the correct theory of electromagnetic and weak interactions.
The standard model has many parameters. Among them are the fine structure 
constant a , the weak mixing angle 0w, the masses of the quarks, leptons and Higgs 
boson, as well as the three quark mixing angles and the one phase factor that 
determine the strength of the quark flavor-changing processes. Without precise 
determination of these parameters, many phenomena cannot be fully understood. 
One example is CP-violation [42]. While the phase in the CKM matrix can give 
rise to the CP-violating decay in the neutral kaon system, it may not be the only 
source. Precise determination of the CKM matrix elements can help resolve this 
issue.
At present, the existing experimental values of many of the CKM elements are 
more or less model-dependent. Removing as much model-dependence as possible 
is important in improving the accuracy of the values. With the development of 
the heavy quark effective theory (HQET) [43,44,45, 46], it has become clear that 
the heavy quark symmetry in the heavy quark limit can help to remove much of
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the model dependence from one of the CKM elements, V^,.
1.5.2 Heavy Quark Symmetry and HQET
A system containing one heavy quark (e.g. c, b, t quaxks whose masses are 
much larger than Aqcd) and other light constituents can be described as the 
heavy quark surrounded by a cloud of light quarks and gluons. This cloud which 
includes all the light degrees of freedom in the system is appropriately called the 
“brown muck” by Isgur and Wise for its complexity [45].
When the heavy quark (Q ) in such a system is sufficiently heavy, its mass 
(mg) becomes irrelevant to the dynamics of the brown muck. This is because, as 
mg —► oo, the velocity of the heavy quark is essentially the same as the velocity 
of the hadron. This means that in the rest frame of the hadron, the heavy quark 
is static. Therefore, the equations that describe the dynamics of the brown muck 
are just the equations that describe the light constituents moving in the color 
field of the static source at the location of the heavy quark. These equations are 
independent of mg. It follows that in the limit mg —*• oo, the dynamics of the 
brown muck is independent of the flavor of the heavy quark. In other words, 
the system is symmetric under the change of the heavy quark flavors, even if the 
masses of the heavy quarks are not equal. This is called the heavy quark flavor 
symmetry of the light degrees of freedom.
This symmetry has been seen often in QED. Isotopes of hydrogen, for example, 
are systems containing one heavy nucleus and one light electron. These isotopes 
have almost identical electronic structures even though the heavy nuclei in differ­
ent isotopes have very different masses. In QCD, if applied to hadrons containing 
6 and c quarks, this symmetry implies that the B  mesons and D  mesons (those 
mesons that contain one b quark and those contain one c quark respectively) with 
the same light quark should have similar spectra.
In the limit mg —*• oo, another symmetry of the light degrees of freedom arises: 
the heavy quark spin symmetry. This spin symmetry is the independence of the 
light degrees of freedom from the spin of the heavy quark. The spin of the heavy 
quark interacts with the brown muck through magnetic interactions between the
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magnetic moment of the heavy quark and that of the brown muck. This is of 
the order of 1 (m.Q and vanishes in the limit mg —► oo. This results in the spin 
of the heavy quark becoming irrelevant to the dynamics of the brown muck in 
this limit. This symmetry has also been seen in QED. One example again is the 
hydrogen atom. The electronic spectrum of the hydrogen atom hardly depends 
on the nuclear spin. The hyperfine splitting caused by the flipping of the nuclear 
spin is only about 10“ 6 of the typical energy spacing in the spectrum.
The realization of the heavy quark flavor-spin symmetry has led to the devel­
opment of the heavy quark effective theory (HQET) [43, 44, 45, 46]. This theory 
provides a  simplified description of the physical systems in which a heavy quark 
interacts with light degrees of freedom by exchanging momenta much smaller than 
the heavy quark mass. It is an effective theory in the limit ttiq —* oo but also pro­
vides a systematic way to include the corrections to this limit as well as QCD 
radiative corrections.
In HQET, the momentum of the heavy quark in a hadron can be written as
P$ = ruQV1* + k » , (2 1 )
where v is the four-velocity of the heavy quark. The quantity k  is a residual 
momentum which is of the order of Aqcd, and is much smaller than mg. It 
measures the degree to which the heavy quark is off its mass shell. When the 
heavy quark interacts with the brown muck, k  varies. It is, therefore, a measure 
of the momentum transfer between the heavy quark and the brown muck. Using 
this momentum relation, the full heavy quark propagator
_  i (Vq ~  m Q) 
>Q ~  P * -m * Q + ie '
where I?q =  7  • Pq , becomes
5  = 1 ... + o ( — ) (22)
v - k  + ie \ m Q)
in the effective theory.
Quantities that scale with the heavy quark mass become infinite in the formal 
limit that mg —» 00 . To construct an effective theory for systems containing heavy
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quarks, it is, therefore, desirable to define physical quantities that are independent 
of the heavy quark mass. The states of the heavy quark are, therefore, specified 
by four-velocities instead of four-momenta. In the limit mg —*■ oo, the effective 
heavy quark field is defined in terms of the QCD heavy quark field Q(x)
as
A‘e ,(x) = t ± i e™«~<5(x), (23)
where 1 +  f  is present to project out the positive energy solution. The QCD 
Lagrangian for the heavy quark, Lq =  Q (i ip — mg) Q, therefore becomes
L%u )  =  * £«>(*) v • D h ^ \ x ) . (24)
For a system containing more than one heavy quark, the Lagrangian of the 
system should contain a term of L g ^  from each heavy quark. This Lagrangian 
explicitly exhibits the heavy quark flavor and spin symmetry since neither mg nor 
7 -matrices are present.
HQET also provides a  way to systematically include the corrections to the 
mg —► oo limit. For mg finite and large, the full heavy quark field Q(x) and the 
generalization of Ij q ^  in (24) is
Q(x) = e- 'mQv-
H Q E T ) _  ■ v  . £ )  h ^ ) ( x )
1 +   ----—----- — i B ±
tv ■ D + 2mg — te h™ (x),  (25)
+  hl?K x) ■ (26)
where D± — D^ — v^v  ■ D. One can expand Q(x) and L q?QBT  ̂in powers of 1/mg 
and thus include the 1/m g or higher order corrections to the limit mg —> oo.
To apply HQET to hadronic states, in keeping with what we have done before, 
a new meson state \M(v) > is defined to remove the heavy mass scale. |M[v) > 
is related to the usual meson state |M(p) >  by
|M{v) >= m u 12 |M{p) > , (27)
where m ^  denotes the mass of the meson. \M(v) > and |M(p) > therefore have 
different normalizations. In full QCD, meson states \M(p) > are normalized so
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that
<  M{p')\M(p) > =  2 p° (2tt)3 53(p -  p').
In HQET, the corresponding expression is
<  M{v')\M(v) > = 2v°  (2tt)3 53(P -  p ').
1.5.3 Determination of Vcb by Semileptonic B  Decays
One of the most important applications of HQET is to obtain one of the CKM 
matrix elements, Vcb, with little model-dependence.
The determination of Vcb requires observations of b —► c transitions. Since 
quarks cannot be detected directly by experiments, such processes axe observed 
through hadronic transitions B  —> D. One way of determining Vcb is to measure 
the decay rates of exclusive semileptonic B  decays B  —* DID or B  —»• D 'lu  and 
extract VCb from their theoretical expressions.
The effective Hamiltonian for the transition b —> clD is
H ef f  =  Vcb C7M(1 -  7 5 ) 6  £ i p ( l  ~  l s ) v  • ( 28)
Theoretically, the decay rates of the exclusive semileptonic B  decays axe therefore 
determined by Vcb and the current matrix elements [46, 47]
< D(v')\criJ>\B(v) > =  V m BrnD [tt-(^)(v +  +  €-(w)(v ~  *>')#*] ? (29)
<  D '(v \  e)|c7M6 |5 (v) > =  iyJmBm D> £v{w) e^ap ? vv av0 , (30)
< D 'iv ^ e ^ c j ^ b lB ^ v )  > =  V m BmD- [f a, («>)(«> +  l)c][ -  ^ ( ^ H ^  * v )v»
- 6 b M ( c* -uK ]  > (31)
where w = v • v1, e is the vector meson polarization and the £i(w) are six hadronic 
form factors. The form factors contain all the information about the B , D and 
D* hadronic structures. At present, they are studied primarily by using models 
or the other approaches mentioned in Section 1.4. When using models, this leads
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to model-dependent expressions of decay rates, which are written in terms of Vcb 
and the form factors as [46, 48, 49]
dT(B  -» Dtu) _  Cfp\Vcb\2 *
dq2 24x3
dT(B -> D 'lu) G2F\Vcb'2 ~2
IPol3 l /+ (?2)l2 , 
q
(32)
dq2 96,3 \PD^ B (\H+n \ H . \ 2 + \H0\2) ,  (33)
where and Po- are the momenta of the D  and D* respectively in the rest 




(mB + mD) z+(w) -  (mB -  m D) £_(“>) j , (34)
(35)H± =  yJrtiB mo- (w +  1) £4,(11?) T  £v (w)yJrriB mo-
(:m% -  m 2D. -  q2) (w +  1)H0 =
m B
2\ fm s  mo- q2 
— 2 |Pd*|2 ( ^ f * H  +  W » ) )  ,
and q2 is related to w by
w




where m ^  — rno for B  —> Dli> and m o  =  mo- for B  —> D 'lv  .
One can therefore extract Vcb by measuring the decay rates and comparing to 
the theoretical expressions. Clearly, the value of I4i> determined by this method 
is model-dependent because of the model-dependence in the form factors.
In HQET, a current operator V ** =  Q' T^Q has the form
1
V* =  h p 1 +  
1 +
iv' -D +  2mQi — ie 
1
iv • D + 2mQ — ie 
which can be expanded in powers of 1/m g, as
V* = t i P  F* t i? ]
- i ti?ti (38)
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2 m.Q 2 mQ<
+ 0 ( l / m 2 ) +  0 ( l / m 2Q,).
hLQ)
(39)
The equations (25—27) and (38—39) lead to many simplifications when hadronic 
matrix elements of heavy quark operators are considered. One very important 
example of this is the form factors for the weak decays of beauty mesons to those 
containing charm. At leading order in the above expansions, it is found that
with
£+(*») =  =  6 t,(w) =  & 3(w) = £(w) ,
f-M = 6t2(w) = o,
(40)
(41)
^ = 1 = 1 . (42)
The fact that a single universal form factor £(w) remains in equations (29)— 
(36) shows that HQET has removed much of the model-dependence from the 
theoretical expressions of the decay rates. Furthermore, at the point of zero recoil 
where w =  1, (32) and (33) imply [46, 47]
dT(B -► Dlv) Gf-IKil2
lim ------ —
u'"“ 1 (u>2 — 1)
1 dT(B






G P M 2
47T3
(ms +  m o) rnD
(tub — rnD-)2 m zD.
Z(w =  1)
^{w =  1)
,(43)
(44)
Since the Isgur-Wise function is normalized at w  =  1 as shown in (42), the theo­
retical expressions for the decay rates are model-independent at this point of zero 
recoil. Although direct measurement at this point is experimentally difficult, one 
can take measurements close to zero recoil and then extrapolate to the zero recoil 
decay rate. Such extrapolation is model-dependent. But the model-dependence is 
not large. As a result, Vcb extracted in this way is relatively model-independent. 
However, we need to keep in mind that this simplicity results from the limit 
mb, m c —v oo. Precise determination of Vcb requires corrections to this limit. In 
the framework of HQET, such higher order corrections can be systematically in­
cluded [46, 47]. It is found that, as a consequence of Luke’s theorem [50], the
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1 / ttiq corrections to the decay rates vanish at zero recoil. Thus the leading power 
corrections to the heavy quaxk limit axe of order 1/m g.
1.6 The Present Work
The objective of this work is to construct a model for heavy mesons which 
can be used eventually to calculate the weak decay amplitudes and extract Vd, 
from experimental data by means of HQET. Such a model should be covariant to 
allow the extraction of the form factors from the weak decay amplitudes (43) and 
(44). It should also be constructed so that the Isgur-Wise function £(w) can be 
calculated in a well defined way.
In order to obtain £{w), one needs to find the bound state wave function of 
the heavy mesons. This requires understanding the interactions of quarks and 
gluons within the heavy mesons. As introduced in Section 1.4, various approaches 
have been developed to study QCD, and we axe interested in the quark potential 
approach which provides a direct and simple picture of the physics. A model that 
has been quite successful in predicting the mesonic spectra is the relativized con­
stituent quaxk model of Godfrey and Isgur [25]. Indeed, it was this model and its 
applications to weak decays [51] that originally suggested the existence of heavy- 
quark symmetries, which in turn led to HQET. This model provides relativistic 
kinematic corrections to the standard nonrelativistic quaxk model using a linear 
confining potential and a color Coulomb interaction. Meson spectra calculated 
with this model are remarkably close to experimental masses in all flavor sectors. 
However, this model is not covariant.
In the present work, a covariant extension to the Godfrey-Isgur model is 
constructed using the spectator or Gross equation [1]. This equation has been 
used with some success in models of the nucleon-nucleon interaction [52, 53], 
as well as in quaxk models of mesons composed of equal mass quarks and an­
tiquarks [54, 55, 56]. It is a  quasipotential equation, and can be related to the 
Bethe-Salpeter equation by placing one of the intermediate-state paxticles on the 
positive-energy mass-shell. This has the advantages that the prescribed constraint
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on the relative energy is manifestly covariant and that in the limit that the mass 
of one constituent goes to infinity (the static limit), the wave equation reduces to 
the Dirac equation for the light particle [57].
To construct the model, we use the Gross equation as a basis for derivation 
of a wave equation for the system. The Bethe-Salpeter kernel is assumed to be 
the one-gluon exchange interaction plus the scalar linear confining potential as 
in (12). To compare our model with the predictions of HQET, we extract the 
meson Hamiltonians using the 1/m g expansion and calculate the meson spectra 
and wave functions perturbatively.
In Chapter 2, we introduce the Bethe-Salpeter formalism and the spectator 
equation which lays down the foundation of the model. In Chapter 3, we present 
our model by deriving the heavy meson Hamiltonian and obtain the wave func­
tions. In Chapter 4, we present our results for heavy meson spectra.
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2.1 The B ethe-Salpeter Equation
Consider two particles scattering through the exchange of bosons. The in­
coming and outgoing four-momenta of the two particles are represented by p[, p'2 
and p i, P2 respectively. The exact description of the interaction of the two parti­
cles during the scattering process is described by an infinite number of Feynman 
diagrams representing all possible ways of exchanging bosons between the two par­
ticles. Figure. 3 shows some examples of these diagrams. In these diagrams, the 
solid lines represent the two interacting particles. The dotted lines represent the 
bosons exchanged during the interactions. The lines and vertices are associated 
with Feynman rules which allow calculation of the contribution of each diagram
V ”2 V P P 2 1 .. .. ■4 '«
P P 2 I
+ + + +
pi r * P' P' 2 rl p' p' 2 rl P’ P' 2 r\
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 3: Some examples of Feynman diagrams for the scattering of two particles 
by exchanging bosons.
25
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to the scattering amplitude.
The infinite sum of Feynman diagrams can be divided into two classes [26]. 
A Feynman diagram is called a two-particle irreducible diagram if it cannot be 
split into two simpler diagrams by drawing a line which cuts each of the two 
particle lines only once and does not cut any boson line. All other diagrams are 
called reducible diagrams. In Figure 3, (a), (c) and (d) are irreducible Feynman 
diagrams; (b) and (e) axe reducible since (b) can be split into two diagrams of (a), 
and (e) can be split into one (a) with one (c). It should be noted that all reducible 
diagrams can be represented by iteration of irreducible diagrams. This can be used 
to sum ail contributions by writing the two-particle scattering amplitude M. as 
an integral equation called the Bethe-Salpeter equation [26]:
/ d4kJ P ~ ,V BS(P, t ; P)GBS( . k P ) M ( k , p P ) . (45)
Written in terms of matrices, this equation has the form
M  = V BS +  V b s GbsM  . (46)
Iteration of this equation gives the infinite series
M  =  V BS +  y BSGBSV BS +  y BSGBSV BSGBSV BS + ..............  (47)
In (45), p =  \{pi — P2), p' =  \{p\ ~  P2 ) & =  §(&i _  fa)- P  is the total four-
momentum of the two-particle system which is conserved during the scattering 
process and, therefore, has P  =  p[ + p'2 = Pi +P2 . V BS is the Bethe-Salpeter ker­
nel which is represented by the sum of all two-body irreducible Feynman diagrams. 
GBS is the Bethe-Salpeter two-body propagator. When the two interacting par­
ticles are fermions, Gs s (k; P) =  mi)S/^(&2, Tn2), where Sj^(fc,-,mt-) is the
free Dirac propagator for particle i as given in Appendix A and m,- is the mass of 
particle i. The Bethe-Salpeter equation is represented by the Feynman diagrams 
of Figure 4 . From this figure, one can see that the particles with four-momenta 
p, and p\ are the external particles; the particles with four-momentum k{ are the 
intermediate-state particles. In the Bethe-Salpeter equation, the intermediate- 
state particles are off-shell which means that the on-shell condition kf =  m f  is 
not satisfied.
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h ' I
y B S + y B S
h 4
r r w - I  1
—  k2 Vy i
Figure 4: Feynman diagrams representing the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the 
scattering amplitude.
A bound state with mass W  produces a pole in the scattering amplitude at 
P 2 = W 2. One can therefore study the bound state by studying the pole. Sepa­
rating the pole from the rest of the M  matrix gives
r(p;P)rt(p';P)
M {p,p ';P )  =  1-K (P ,p ' ;P )  , (48)P 2 — W 2 +  it]
where !Z(p,p'; P ) is the regular part of the scattering matrix and all the informa­
tion about the pole, and therefore about the bound state, is contained in the first 
term. Substituting (48) into the Bethe-Salpeter equation (45), one obtains
r(p;P)rt(p-;F)
p 2 - W* +  ip + K W , P , f )
=  V BS(p,p‘; P) + i f  f p y V BS(p, t; P)GBS(k; P)
-T r - w - 1- + K (p, p ,P )  , (49)
where T is the bound-state vertex function. Multiplying both sides of the equation 
by P 2 — W 2 +  iij, we can see that at the pole of the M. matrix, where P 2 =  W 2, 
T satisfies the homogeneous equation
d4k
(2?F
This is called the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the bound-state vertex function. It 
can be written in terms of matrices as
riRf) = > /  7^ v BS(p ,k ;P)  a BS( k ; P ) r(fc;/>). (50)
r = v bsg bst  , (51)
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A -^ - i  P -
r I v“
— h r -
Figure 5: Feynman diagrams representing the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the 
bound state vertex function.
M  =
V P2 P2 V
+
p; p; ■P2 p;
Figure 6 : The Bethe-Salpeter scattering amplitude in the ladder approximation.
and is represented by the Feynman diagram of Figure 5.
The Bethe-Salpeter bound state wave function is defined to be
i . (p,P) = GBS(p;P)r (p;P)  . (52)
The Bethe-Salpeter equation (50) is an exact equation for the two-body rela- 
tivistic bound-state problem. However, solving the equation involves the calcula­
tion of an infinite number of irreducible Feynman diagrams for the kernel which 
is, in general, impractical. In practice, it is therefore necessary to approximate 
the kernel so that the equation is solvable. The most common and simpliest ap­
proximation is to keep only the lowest order irreducible Feynman diagram in the 
perturbation expansion of the kernel which is the one-boson exchange diagram 
shown in Figure 3 (a). This approximation is often referred to as the ladder ap­
proximation because by making such an approximation, the infinite series of A4, 
(47), is represented by a series of Feynman diagrams that look like ladders as 
shown in Figure 6 .
The solution of the Bethe-Salpeter equation in the ladder approximation loses
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one important property that the full Bethe-Salpeter equation has. This lost prop­
erty is called the one-body limit and it can be understood by studying a system 
consisting of one heavy and one light Dirac paxticle. In the limit that the mass of 
the heavy particle goes to infinity, such a system reduces to one light Dirac particle 
moving in a fixed potential. Thus in this limit, the equation for the heavy-light 
system should also be reduced to a one-body Dirac equation for the light parti­
cle. This is the correct one-body limit. For the study of a  heavy-light system, 
as well as the application of the heavy quark symmetry, the one-body limit is an 
important property for the equation of the system. It is therefore necessary to 
recover this limit which is lost while making the ladder approximation. This is 
often accomplished by the procedure of quasipotential reduction.
2.2 Q uasipotential R eduction
The Bethe-Salpeter equation (46) can be rewritten as two equations in terms 
of a new two-body propagator (G) and a new kernel (V) :
M  =  V + V G M  , (53)
V  =  V BS + VBS ( g b s  -  G) V  . (54)
Too see this, first note that (53) can be iterated and rearranged into an equivalent 
equation
M  = V  + M G V  . (55)
We then rewrite the Bethe-Salpeter equation (46) and equation (55) so that (46)
becomes
M  =  ( l  -  VSS(?BS)  1 V BS , (56)
and (55) becomes
M  = V  ( l - G V ^ j  . (57)
Assuming (53) has the same solution as the Bethe-Salpeter equation (46), the 
scattering amplitude M  in (56) and (57) should therefore be the same,
( l  - V b s Gbs^ * V BS = v ( l - G v }  1 . (58)
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Multiplying this equation by ( l — V BSGBSJ from the left and ( l  — G V j  from the 
right gives (54) .
Therefore, assuming that (53) has the same solution as the Bethe-Salpeter 
equation (46) has led to the restriction on G and V  by (54). In other words, (53) 
is completely equivalent to the Bethe-Salpeter equation (46) provided G and V  
satisfy (54).
Rewritting the Bethe-Salpeter equation as two equations (53) and (54) has
allowed useful reductions to be made. Such reductions are often made to the
two-body propagator G so that GBS — G is small enough to omit the second term 
in (54) and V  =  V BS is obtained. By doing so, the Bethe-Salpeter equations for 
the scattering amplitude and the vertex function are reduced to
M  = V b s -f  Vb sG M  . (59)
r =  V BSG r . (60 )
Written as integral equations, (59) and (60) are
/ d4k— y V BS(p, P)G(t; P)M(k,p'; P ),
(61)
/ d4k1̂ r SV s s (.p,k-,P)G(k-,P)r(k-,P). (62)
This procedure of reducing the Bethe-Salpeter equation is called quasipotential 
reduction [58, 59,60]. The resulting equations are called quasipotential equations.
As can be seen in (59) and (60), making different choices of G results in different 
quasipotential equations. Since some of the properties of the full Bethe-Salpeter 
equation would be undoubtly omitted while making the approximation on G, dif­
ferent quasipotential equations are usually used according to  the systems that are 
being studied, so that the important physics of the systems would not be omitted 
while making the approximations. Various quasipotential equations have been 
developed. Among them, the Blankenbecler-Sugar equation [61] is a well known 
equation for studying relativistic scattering and production processes. However,
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this equation is specifically constructed for equal mass systems. A straight for­
ward extension to unequal mass systems loses the one-body limit as the mass of 
one of the particles approaches infinity.
Since it is desirable to use an equation with the correct one-body limit for 
studying heavy-light systems, many equations are constructed to preserve this 
limit. Among them, we have used the Gross or the spectator equation [1] to 
construct our model. In addition, we have investigated the Wallace-Mandelzweig 
equation [62] and the Cooper-Jennings equation [63]. (The results are presented 
in Appendix F.) In particular, the Cooper-Jennings equation is explicitly con­
structed to agree with the Blankenbecler-Sugar equation in the equal mass limit 
but also has the correct one-body limit. By comparing our model to these equa­
tions, we find that the Hamiltonians resulting from the Gross equation are more 
reasonable and have simpler physical interpretations.
There exist varieties of quasipotential equations. Which one has the best 
result compared to the Bethe-Salpeter equation? As stated by Brown and Jackson 
[64]: “There are too many degrees of freedom in the problem to expect that this 
question will have an unambiguous answer. The coupling constant and mass of 
the exchanged-boson or -bosons, the number of irreducible diagrams included, and 
the range of kinematic variables to be considered will all have a  role to play in 
the determination of the best approximate equation.”
2.3 The Gross Equation
From the derivation of (53—60), one can see that it is crucial to choose G 
so that the omission of the second term in (54) is a good approximation. Con­
sider a series expansion of the quasipotential kernel in the boson-fermion coupling 
constant. The kernel, (54) can be expanded as
V -  V BS(2) +  y BS(4) +  V BS(2) ( g bs  — G'j V(2) + .............   (63)
Gross has chosen the two-body propagator G based on the criteria [57]:
(1) The resulting equation has the correct one-body limit;
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(2) The series expansion of the kernel converges rapidly as the number of terms
approaches infinity. Since practical calculations in nuclear physics rarely go 
beyond 4 terms in the series, this criterion is that the fourth order kernel be 
as small as possible, and in particular, vanishes in the one-body limit;
(3) The kernel is independent of energy;
(4) The kernel is well defined with no spurious singularities.
The Gross equation can be obtained from the Bethe-Salpeter equation by 
placing one of the particles on its positive-energy mass shell.
When the two interacting particles are both Dirac particles, and the particle 
being put on shell is particle 2, the Gross two-body propagator is
7 (2* • k2 +  m2G(k;P) = S P ( k 1,m 1) ( - 2x i)S -  £ (k 2 ,m 2))
I W )  = /  E : ^ -m ; V(p,k  f n . i ) A * m(ti,.m,)r(fc;P), (65)
2£(k2,m,) J ' (64)
where E (k,m )  =  \ /k 2 +  m 2 is the on shell energy for a  particle with momentum 
k and mass m.
Putting G(k; P) in (62) and carrying out the integral over <ffc°, the spectator 
vertex function for particle 2  being on shell is
(Pk
(2^ p £ ( k 2 ,m 2)
where k\, k2, k  and p represent k\, k2, k  and p for particle 2 being on shell,
k2 =  (J5(k2 ,m 2), k2) , (66)
h  =  ( P ° - £ ( k 2 ,m 2), k x) ,  (67)
k =  -  £ (k 2 ,m 2), k j  , (68 )
P = ( y  -  £ (P 2 , m 2), p j  , (69)
A+(2)(fc2,m 2) =  £ u (2)(k2 ,m '2)u(2)(k2 ,m '2) . (70)
In (70) , u (2)(k2, m 'J  is the Dirac spinor for particle 2, as defined in Ap­
pendix A, and m'32 is the spin projection of the particle along the z axis.
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Equation (65) is covariant since the constraint of having one particle on shell is 
itself covariant. So the covariance of the full Bethe-Salpeter equation is preserved. 
This equation can therefore be used to study relativistic effects.
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Chapter 3 
The M eson H am iltonians
In this chapter, we present our model by deriving and solving the Hamiltonians 
for the heavy meson systems. We will use different techniques for the heavy-light 
mesons (Qq, qQ) and for the heavy-heavy mesons (QQ). The Hamiltonians are 
expanded in powers of 1 / mg so that heavy quark symmetry can be studied and
the model can be used to extract Vd, according to HQET, in the future.
We derive the Hamiltonian for the meson systems from the spectator vertex 
equation (65) . For our model the heavy quark (particle 2) is placed on shell while 
the light quark (particle 1) remains off shell.
As introduced in Section 2.3, the spectator vertex function for particle 2 being 
on shell can be written as
r f e  p ) = /  m  k  i > ( ! ) ( k 2 ’
S g )(jfci,m1)fit2Hk2 ,n i;) r ( jb ;P )  , (71)
where we have substituted the explicit form of A+^(& 2i m 2 ) into the spectator 
vertex equation (65) .
The kernel V  (p, k, P) in our model is the sum of the scalar confining potential 
and the one gluon exchange potential as in (12),
V(p, k; P) =  V,(Q2) +  7(1) * 7 {2)Vv(Q2) , (72)
34
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where
Q2 = (k -  p )2 -  (p (k 2 ,m 2) -  P (p 2 ,m 2)) . (73)
This choice of interaction assumes that the Lorentz gauge is used in the color 
Coulomb interaction.
3.1 Qq and qQ M esons
3.1.1 Deriving the Hamiltonian
To study Qq and qQ mesons, we define the spectator wave function for the 
bound states as
^m.2(P, P) = S P iP u m r)  u (2)(p2, mSi) T(p; P ) . (74)
The spectator equation (71) can then be written in terms of the wave function as 




(P, k  P ) =  u (2)(P2 , mS2) V(p , fc; P )  u(2)(k2, m 'J . (76)
This wave equation is covariant and can be easily boosted from frame to frame. 
We will work in the bound-state rest frame since it is generally easier to solve the 
wave equation in this frame where the angular expansions of the wave function 
and potential are defined. Also, since we wish to examine the approach to the 




‘w * k (78)
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to give
s £ r ‘(pi,
V̂ 75/ m’ 7,*92
(79)
Using the explicit form of the Dirac spinors in (79) and the Dirac 7 -matrices to 
reduce particle 2 to the Pauli spin space, and defining a  wave function which is 
an operator in the Dirac space of particle 1 and the Pauli space of particle 2,
® (79) becomes
f  ^  fc „ »
(V11 ' Pi -m i)# (p ,P )  = y  ^aV[p,k- ,P)<S(k ,P) , (80)
where
U(pi k;P) =




4 £ (p 2 ,m 2) £ (k 2 ,m 2)
o-(2) - p2 o-(2) • k2 
(£ (p 2 ,m 2) +  m2) (£ (k 2 ,m 2) +  m 2) _ 
o-W - p 2 • k2
(£ (P 2 , m2) +  m2) (£ (k 2, m2) +  m2)
V , ( Q 2)
Vv(Q2)
vrl1) . r(2) •
(2)
+
0-(2) (jr(2) . kg
£ (p 2 ,m 2) +  m 2 £ (k 2 ,m 2) +  m 2 




|yi)0 p̂o _ m2 _ 2L. j _ y i ) . pi _ TOi
~ i 7(1) ■ ■P2  ^ + ^ ff(2) ■k2) K (q2)] (82)
where q = ki — pi = p2 — k2, and we have expanded V(Q2) by Taylor expansion
K « 2) = V(q2) + ( ( 3! - q 2) l ' W )  + ..........
=  V(q2) -  A .  (pj* _  k22)  V ( q 2) + 0 ( l /m |)  . (83)
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Since we are working in the bound state rest frame in which P  = (W, 0), 
P i =  ~ P 2 =  p, k i =  - k 2 =  k, p° = W/2 -  E (p ,m 2) and k° =  W/2 -  E ( k ,m 2), 
where W  is the bound-state mass, the wave equation (82) can be written as
7 (U °
' ,<I>' p  -  m ' * ( p ) = /  ( C ^ t , ( p ,k )  * (k ) • (84)
Here
f/(p ,k ) =  K (q2) +  7 (1)V t,(q2) +  ^ - 7 (1) - ( 2 k - q  +  i q x <r(2)) K (q 2), (85)
and we have used the relations
<7̂
and
• pi +  <r(,) <r(,) • ki =  pi +  k; +  i ^kj -  pi j  x , (8 6 )
¥(p, P) =  * ( ? ,  p, P \  P ) =  *  ( y  -  E (p, m2), p, W, o) =  * (p ) . (87)
Equation (84) can be Fourier transformed to coordinate space, multiplied from 
the left by 7 W0 and then rearranged to give the wave equation
ff®(r) =  W *(r), (88)
where the hermitian Hamiltonian is H  =  H0 + Hi with
Ho =  aW  • t V  +  0W mi  +  0 {1)V,{r) +  K (r) +  m2, (89)
1
Hi = [ ~ V2 -  i jK(r), a (1) • V  j  + a (1) • <r(2) x rV^r)! , (90)
and r is the unit vector in the radial direction. Note that Ho is the Hamiltonian in
the heavy quark limit m2 —> 00 , and Hi is the first order correction to this limit.
In Ho and H i , l*(r) and Vv(r) are the scalar and vector potentials as introduced 
in Chapter 1 ,
K (r) =  br +  c , (91)
K.M = - f  ̂  . (92)
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In most nonrelativistic models, a a(r) has been approximated as an
r-independent constant. The Godfrey-Isgur model parameterizes a a(Q2) as [25]
a a(Q>) = Z « ke - ^ ,  (93)
k
so that the Fourier transformation of Vv(Q2), (92) is obtained with o s(r) given by
Q»(r ) =  H Qfe-7= r  e-l2d r  = J 2 a k erffrkr) . (94)k y/ir Jo k
In our model, we adopt the same approach as that of Godfrey and Isgur in treating
a a(r).
3.1.2 Solving the Wave Equation
The eigenstates and eigenenergies of the hamiltonian H  determined by (88 ) can 
be calculated directly. However, the objective of the calculations presented here 
is to produce wave functions which can be used in the calculation of form factors 
and decay constants as an expansion in powers of the inverse of the heavy quark 
mass m 2. In order to maintain consistency in this expansion, we calculate the 
masses and wave functions perturbatively. To do so, we first solve the unperturbed 
equation
H  ®<°>(r) =  W*°> *<°>(r), (95)
to get the zeroth order bound state mass and wave function, and We 
then treat Hi as a. perturbation and calculate the first order correction
W(1) =  J d zr *<°>t(r) Hi ^ (0)(r). (96)
The bound state mass to first order is then
W  = W(0) +  W(1). (97)
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are two sets of mutually commuting operators which also commute with 
H0. We can therefore find two sets of simultaneous eigenvectors of these 
operators. They are labeled by the corresponding set of quantum num­
bers as \nKijiTnj1S2 TnS2') and \nK1j 1 S2 J M j) .  Here ( S ^  - j*1) —
jd) = L + S™, S(1) =  ^  * « (1), S(2) =  \o M  and J =  jW +  S<2).
|n«:1j 1mJ]S2^s2) an<l \nK1j 1S2 J Mj }  are related by using Clebsch-Gordan co­
efficients:
nKijis2J  M j \  — U im jlS2m32\ j 1S2JM j)\nK 1j 1Tnjls2m32\ .  (100)
' m3lma<2 ' I / I
In coordinate space, and M j j  axe represented by
^nKuimJ1(r)XmSj and ^ nKljia2JMj{r) respectively; (100) therefore becomes
r)x « J2- (101)
wijj nijj
ipnKljimn (r) is the wave function for particle 1, which can be constructed as [29]
/  Gnt]i (r)ymn \
^nn\ ji mj (r) =   ̂ iFntr„ (r)ymjj  ̂J > (102)
with
3 S '( J l ) =  5Z (trnesim3l Y*m,(fi)x m<i, (103)
mtfm9l
The eigenvalue «i =  ±(jx + 1) can be any nonzero integer. The values of £ 
and £ associated with various values of kx are displayed in Table 2. We
can see from Table 2 that kx and £ have a one-to-one correspondence,
therefore ^ S];,rajl(r )Xm,J and ^n«1j1i2JAfJ(r) can be equivalently specified as 
’tPnejimJi{r )Xm,3 and ^ntji52
Since both ipntjrni  ̂(r)Xm,2 and ^nihs2JMj(r) are eigenfunctions of H0 corre­
sponding to the same eigenvalues they both satisfy the same wave equation 
(95). For finding it is easier to solve the equation for Tpntj1mn (r)Xm„2
Ho^rUjimn (r)xm .2 =  (r)* m<2. (104)
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Table 2: Values of £ and £ for various values of k
£ £
AC <  0 h ~ \ j i  +  \
AC >  0 j i  +  \ i i - f
This equation can be reduced by using the explicit forms of H q (89), 
Vnin m,, (r) (102) and the Dirac matrices a ,  0  (see Appendix A) along with the 
identity
<rm  (Si) (105)
to extract the coupled radial wave equations [29]
m, +  V,(r) -  V,(r) +  £ $ , ]  (r), (106)
mi +  K M  +  K M  -  £<§,] G ^ ( r), (10T)dr r
where
= wSl -  >»>• (108)
By numerically solving these coupled equations, as described in Appendix B, 
we obtain the zeroth order invariant mass as well as the wave functions 
Gntn (r) and F ^ jj(r) , from which ^n*j1mJ1(r)Xm,2 and can be ob­
tained by (102 ) and (101).
Calculating th e First Order Correction
For Hi in (90), both the first and second terms commute with the two sets of 
operators given in (98) and (99). However, the third term  does not commute with
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most of those operators, but instead commutes with
(109)
where V  is the parity operator and the eigenvalues of V  for Qq, Qq bound states 
are P  =  ( —1)*+1. The eigenstates of the total Hamiltonian H  = H0 +  Hi can 
then be labeled by the set of quantum numbers {n ,J ,M j ,P }. However, since 
the first order perturbation only shifts and splits the states without mixing them, 
when considering only to the first order of perturbation, the eigenstates of the 
full Hamiltonian are usually denoted by the quantum numbers | n , / c j , j ’i ,  J ,P } , 
where kx and j \  are nearly good quantum numbers, or equivalently denoted by 
{n ,£ , ju J ,P } .  M j  is not used to specify the states because the matrix element 
in (96) is found independent of M j.  Also, since s =  |  is true for all flavors of 
quark, there is no need to use Si and s2 to specify the states. These indices will, 
therefore, be suppressed in denoting the wave functions.
To calculate the first order perturbation by (96), we use ^ n t j i  J M j ( r )  as 
since J , M j  are good quantum numbers of H i . The matrix elements are calculated 
in Appendix C. Here we show the results:
W.( i )n t n  J P
+ F L A r)
( 4 2 ,  - m , - V , ( r ) ) i -V?(r)
( £ S 5, + m 1 +  V',(r))2 -V „ 2(r)
(110)
where
m j )  =
+  j + i  ( ^ f )  +  ( 2 J J 1 )  • ( n i )
The normalization of '&ntj1JMJ(r) is given by
/ *  =  J d r  [ g ^ W  +  J ^ m ]  =  1 . (112)
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3.2 QQ M esons
3.2.1 Deriving the Hamiltonian
The situation for mesons made of a heavy quark and the corresponding an­
tiquark is somewhat more complicated. The problem is tha t the prescription of 
placing particle 2 on mass shell in the Bethe-Salpeter vertex equation (50) to ob­
tain the spectator vertex equation (65) is clearly asymmetric. This results in a 
spectator vertex function which is no longer an eigenfunction of the charge con­
jugation operator. The solution of this problem is to construct a set of coupled 
equations for the vertex functions which have either particle 1 or particle 2  on mass 
shell. These equations have been solved in [54, 55, 56] for 99-systems containing 
only light quarks.
However, since we are interested in expanding about the infinite mass limit, 
this additional complication is not necessary and a Hamiltonian with leading 1 / mg 
corrections can be constructed from (71) (such a procedure was first introduced 
in [65]). The starting point is the spinor decomposition of the Dirac propagator 
of particle 1
t t^ (k i ,m ^ ) f i^ (k i ,m ^ )
S {F](ku mi)  =
mi
E (k i ,m i ) [W -  £ (k i ,m i)  -  £ (k 2,m 2) +  ina\
p(1)(-ki,m^)i>(1>(-ki,m ^)
W  +  £ (k i ,  mi) — E{ k2, m2) — in.
Using (113) in (71), we can write
' 'S ..
(113)
E (ki,m i)£(k2,m 2)
[udfk i, <  )»'” (k2, ,< ) * £ , ;  m.Jk ,  P)
where
,i,(+) _  I m im 2 u(1)(ka,m 'J u (2>(k2 ,m ;2)r(fc;P)
’ > y £ ( k i ,m 1)£(k2,m2) W -  £ ( k i ,m x) -  £ (k 2,m 2) 1
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and
®(_) (k P \ =  I m im 2  ”(1)( - k i» mn )u(2)(k2, m ' j r j k ;  P)
V E{ki,Tn1)E(k2,m 2) W  + E f k i .m j )  -  E(k 2 ,m 2) '
Working in the bound state rest frame, and multiplying (114) to the left respec­
tively by
and
ra, ,) 5 p>(P2, * . ) ,
(114) can be rewritten as a pair of coupled integral equations
[ W  -  E{p i, m i) -  E{p2, m 2) ®<+> m<2 (p, P)
d?k 
(2*)»
+ U Z-m,2m,im,J p ,k ; P )  « J ^ ( * , P ) ]  , (115)
and
[ W +  E ( p i ,m ,)  -  B (p2,m 2) ] \ m„(p ,P )
<Pk
+ U ^ v ^ J f i , k P )  , (116)
where the channel potentials are defined to be:
U t +m ( P , k P )
=  \Jm1/ E ( p 1,m 1) ^ m 2/E (p 2,m 2)^Jm1/ E ( k 1,m 1) ^ m 2/ E ( k 2,m 2) 
x u (1)(px, 7nSl)u(2)(p2, mS2)V(p, k; P )u (1)(k i, m 'i )u(2)(k2, m 'J  , (117)
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m, 2 m ' j  m ' 2 (Pf
=  ^Tn1/ E ( p i , m 1) ^ m 2 /E (p 2 ,T n 2 )^ m 1/ E ( k i , m 1)y/m2/E(k2 ,m 2)  
x u {1\ p i , m 3l )ui2){p2,mS2)V{p,k;P)vw { - k 1,m'3i )u{2)(k2,m'32),  (118)
^  m, j  m , 2 m ' j  m ' 2 (Pi
=  ' J m x / E ^ i ,  mi) y/m2/E {p 2 , m 2)yJm1/E {  k i, m i)^/m 2/£ ( k 2, m 2) 
xu(1)( - p i ,  to,, )u(2)(p2, m,2)V(p, fc; P )u (1)(k i, m', )it(2)(k2, to 'J  , (119)
m,2 m'j m'2 (Pi •̂ >)
=  \Jm i/E {p i ,  m i)y/m 2/E (p 2 , % ) v mi / £ (k i» mi)yjrn2/E (  k2, m 2) 
xu(1)( - p i ,  to,, )€tl2)(p2, m,2)V(p, i ;  P )u (1)( - k i ,  to' 2 )u(2)(k2, m 'J  . (120)
Using (72) for the kernel V(p, k; P) and the explicit form of the Dirac spinors 
defined in Appendix A, the coupled equations (115) and (116) can then be reduced 
to the Pauli spin space and expanded in powers of 1/m,-. To order l/(m,-mj), only 
(/++$(+) contributes. Defining a wave function which is an operator in the spin 
spaces of both particles as
(121)
and using the relations between p, k  and pj, k; in the meson rest frame, as shown 
in Appendix D, the coupled equations become
* w  “  /  w ?  W (p’k) * (k ) ' (I22)
with
« (p ,k )  =  y.(q!) +  V'v(qJ) - ii |  [K'(q2) + V.W)] (p2 - k’)'
- l , , ( q 2 )  ( 2 ^ 5  +  2S ? )  k2 +  ( § S ?  +  8^ f )  q2
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-  ( i ? + 2^1)k •q - ( S +S ) ' (q x k).
r  /  J _  | 1 1  \  2 _  k 2 k - q
\8 m 2 8m2 4mim2 j  ^ m^mi mim2
(1) °-(2)\ ( A  .(<r{1) + <r(2)\  ( A
+ tofj • lq x kJ+! ( - 2̂ r j  • (q x kJ
( ^ 1> - ^ ) - (<r(1)4^ , ’ 'q)]-  (123)
- V v ( q 2 )
4mim2
Equation (122) can then be Fourier transformed to coordinate space to extract 
the Hamiltonian
H  =  Ho +  1 ,
with
Here
H i  — H c +  t f s o  +  # h y p  +  H s k  +  H \f  R  .
Ho = — —  -----—— +  V (̂r) +  Vv{r) + m 1 + m 2 ,
zm i £7712
H< “ (sSf + s ^ j M
+ (s^f+r  " 4 ^ )  [v2v;(r)]
(Vv(r) V.{r) V.(r)\ y2
\ m 1 m 2  2m \ 2m2 /
/ K ( r )  V;{r) V ;(r)\ d
\ m i m 2 2m \  2m 2 /  3r ’
* .  =  A  N  + K « ] ( ^  +  5 ) - l  
+ W £  +  £  +  5 ^ ) . l ,
r \  771 j m2 m \m 2 J
H■» -  4 ^ { [ v2l,*M](q(,l-ff,2))
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HiS(V)R — 4 m |
V2, \  W * )]]  , (130)
where is the spin of quark i and Fs(V)r(x) is the Fourier transform of
dV^(„)(q2)/dq2. The details of obtaining # s (V )R  are given in Appendix E.
For Vs(r) and K,(t*) being the scalar and vector potentials in (91) and (92), 
and considering mi = m2 =  mg,
V2
H0 = mQ
+  K (r) +  Vv(r) +  2m g , (131)
H ’ =  t k  { ?  -  [K ( r )  -  V* H  v ! + [F-'(r)  -  F«'( r ) ] & } '  (I32)
= d i ;  [3V;:(r) -  K w ] s  ■L ’ (133)
-  4^&KW- H ( s-fs-'-5s2)
+  [ v ^ ( r ) ] ( i ^ - l ) } ,
l \  c h d _  1 
rJ  mg \ r  dr  2H s r  =  — 5-
3A _ r j^L
dr dr2  dr2 2 r 2) •
(134)
(135)
Hvr = K ( r )  l 22m gr2
3m g ( l 07? -  47?rJ + 87? r |: -  f  J : -  4 J I )  , (136)
where S =  is the spin of the meson.
Ho is the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian for equal mass quarks in scalar and vector 
potentials. Hc contains central and orbital contributions, Hso is the spin-orbit 
interaction. i/hyp is the hyperfine interaction consisting of a tensor-force term and 
a spin-spin interaction. H s r  and i/vR are scalar and vector retardation terms 
associated with the third term on the right-hand side of (123).
The spin-independent correction includes Hc, Hsr and Hyr .  In these contri­
butions, i/sR, Hyr  and the term [Vs'(r) — V^(r)j in Hc axe gauge dependent.
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Hsr and H\ r  are from the second term in the expansion of V(Q2) in (83). Had 
vve chosen the Coulomb gauge, these terms would not have existed. Most other 
quark models do not include the retardation interactions. (Ref. [66] gives another 
expression for the retardation effect.) We will show that with the scalar and vec­
tor potentials in (91) and (92), retardation contributions are comparable with the 
spin-dependent interactions.
Note that our spin-dependent interactions Hso and Hhyp have the same forms 
as those in many other quark models (for example, [25, 27, 67]), but the spin- 
independent interactions do not. We have also derived the Hamiltonians by us­
ing the Cooper-Jennings equation [63] and the Wallace-Mandelzweig equation 
[62]. (The details are shown in Appendix F.) We find that the Hamiltonians 
derived from the Cooper-Jennings equation are identical to (131 - 134). This in­
dicates that (124) and (125) agree with the Blankenbecler-Sugar equation, since 
the Cooper-Jennings equation has been specifically constructed to agree with the 
Blankenbecler-Sugar equation in the equal mass limit. The only difference arises 
from the fact that the Blankenbecler-Sugar equation describes instantaneous inter­
actions while the Gross equation includes retardations. The Hamiltonian derived 
from the Wallace-Mandelzweig equation includes the same terms as those from 
the Cooper-Jennings equation as well as a  term with I / tuq order of spin-spin 
interactions.
3.2.2 Solving the Wave Equation
The operators {ifo,L2,S 2, J 2, J2), where J =  L +  S, are a  set of mutually 
commuting hermitian operators. The eigenstates of Ho can then be labeled by 
the corresponding set of quantum numbers {n ,L , S, J , Mj}. The wave equation 
associated with Ho can then be written as
f lb * S L n o (r )  =  (137)
where
* 2 W r ) =  y % j(n ) ,  (138)
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and
y £ s j( f t)=  E  ( LM lSM s  L S J M j ) y LMl{0) S M s )  (139)
M l M s
is the spin spherical harmonic.
The hyperfine interaction (134) mixes states with A L  =  ±2 for 5  =  1. As 
a result, L is no longer a  good quantum number for solutions of the complete 
Hamiltonian. However, these states have the same parity and charge quantum 
numbers since P  =  ( - 1 )L+1 and C  =  (—1)L+S for Also, since we calculate 
only the first order perturbation corrections which only include the splittings and 
shifts of the states without mixing them, we can still use L  as the nearly good 
quantum number to specify the states. The first-order correction to the mass can 
then be written as
® n L S J M j  (*”)
=  Ec - f  i?hyp +  £ s o  +  E s R  +  -fi'VR- (1 4 0 )
where
Ee = j<Pr¥$LKj(r)H. W )  . (Ml)
with a  = c, hyp, so, SR, VR.
By using (138) with the orthogonality of Yim l (Q) and the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients, we find
2
J d 3r f ( r ) ^ {°lsJMjii!nLSJMj(r ) = J0 r2f ( r ) E ^ L(r)
J d3r f( r )  | U S SJMj(r) =  j f  r* /(r)  d r . (143)
d r , (142)
&
Using these relations, we can calculate each term in (140). The bound state mass 
to first order is
W ^ K  = +  W !2K  • (144)
The annihilation effect should also contribute to the QQ spectra. However, in 
mesons, the annihilation contribution first appears at order a^/rriq [20, 25], while 
in our model the leading spin-dependent effects are of order as/m.Q. Since a ,  is
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small in the heavy quark system, a 3(mc) ~  0.35 and as(mb) ~  0.22, we expect the 
annihilation effects on QQ spectra to be small.
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M eson Spectra and Param eters
The bound state masses determined by (97) and (144) depend on the quark 
masses m u, m 3, m c and as applicable for each meson; the parameters of the 
scalar potential (91) b and c; and the parameters of the vector potential (92) 
o.i and 7 ; for i =  1,2,3. The model contains a  total of twelve parameters. In 
obtaining the results shown here, the vector potential parameters
ot2 =  0.15, a  3 =  0.2,
7l =  0.5, 72 =  1.581, 7 3 =  15.81, (145)
are fixed at the same values as given in Ref. [25]. The remaining vector potential 
parameter cti is reexpressed as
c*l =  Otcrit -  OC2 -  Ct3- (146)
where a CTJt is the value of the running coupling constant at Q2 =  0 as parameter­
ized in [25].
otcrit and the remaining model parameters are adjusted to fit the masses of a 
selection of mesons. The resulting values are listed in Table 3.
The fitted meson spectra for the Qq sector are listed in Table 4 and the fitted 
meson spectra for the QQ sector are listed in Table 5. Experimental values are 
quoted [48] to the nearest 10 MeV due to ambiguities in assigning the calculated 
values to specific charge states. Additional states which were not used in the
50
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Table 3: Parameters of the model.
parameter value comments
& crit 0.674 limiting value of aa
b 0.180 GeV2 string tension
C 0.02 GeV see eq. (91)
m u 0.258 GeV
m s 0.400 GeV
m c 1.53 GeV
mb 4.87 GeV
fitting procedure were calculated and a detailed discussion of the results for Qq 
and QQ mesons is presented in the following two subsections.
4.1 Qq Sector
For the Qq sector, the zeroth-order eigenenergy E ^-x =  — m 2 is in­
dependent of the heavy quark mass, as would be expected in the heavy quark 
limit. The zeroth-order spectrum, therefore, depends only upon the light quark 
mass. The first-order correction to the mass W $ P is proportional to l /m 2 and 
splits each of the unperturbed states. These features are illustrated in Figure 7 
(and Table 6) which shows the 1 ^ ° ^  — m 2 for a u quark as solid lines and 
- m 2 = W i Z ,  +  WfiV — m 2 with a c quark as the heavy quark (dotdashed 
lines) and with a b quark as the heavy quark (dashed lines). Figure 8 (and Table 7) 
is a similar spectrum where the light quaxk is now an s quark.
Note that to zeroth order the ordering of the j  1 = i  ± 1 /2  states is reversed 
for the 1 — 2 state in comparison to the I  — 1 state. This phenomenon, called
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D 0- 1.85 1.87
D ' 1" 2.02 2.01
Di 1+ 2.41 2.42
d ; 2+ 2.46 2.46
B 0- 5.28 5.28
B m 1- 5.33 5.33
Ds 0- 1.94 1.97
d : 1- 2.13 2.11
Bs 0- 5.37 5.38
b ; 1- 5.43 5.43
Table 5: Fitted meson spectra for QQ mesons.
Mass (GeV)
Meson jPC theory experiment
Vc 0“+ 3.00 2.98
J M I S ) 1— 3.10 3.10
XcO 0++ 3.44 3.42
Xcl 1++ 3.50 3.51
Xc2 2++ 3.54 3.56
J W 2 S ) 1“ 3.73 3.69
T(1 S) 1“ 9.46 9.46
Xbo(lP) 0++ 9.85 9.86
Xu(lP) 1++ 9.87 9.89
X62(l P) 2++ 9.89 9.92
T(25) 1” 10.02 10.02
X6o(2 P) 0++ 10.24 10.24
Xm(2 P) 1++ 10.26 10.26
X62(2 P) 2++ 10.28 10.27
T(3 S) 1” 10.39 10.36
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multiplet inversion, has been predicted [68] for Qq mesons with m 2 >  m i. It 
results from the dominance of the Thomas-precession over the spin-dependent 
forces in this limit.
The dependence of on l/m-i is clear in that the shifts and splittings of the 
various states axe larger for the case where the heavy quark is the c quaxk than 
where the heavy quaxk is the 6 quark. For the states presented here the root mean 
squared momentum of the zeroth-order wave function is approximately 0.9 GeV. 
Clearly, both u and s quarks are very relativistic. In addition, it is possible to 
obtain some sense of the convergence of the p /m  expansion for the corrections 
to the infinite-heavy-quark-mass limit since En2i ~  ^ while ~  Therefore,*' A me Z m& 5 7
the higher-order corrections that are neglected here should be considerably larger 
for the c quaxk than the b quaxk. Indeed, this problem will become worse with 
increasing energy level n  since prms should increase with increasing n. This is seen 
in the shift of the 0~ states relative to the unperturbed states which increases with
71.
Figures 9 to 13 (and Tables 8 to 12), show predictions for the masses of Qq 
mesons, W,  to first order in the perturbation (solid lines). In the spectra for 
mesons with u and s quarks, the available data are plotted for comparison as 
dotted lines. Ref. [48] has also listed states Dj{2.440) and Dsj ( 2.573) with un­
certain quantum numbers. We believe they correspond to the state 1+(2.41) in 
Figure 9 and the state 2+(2.58) in Figure 10, respectively. For the be mesons, 
calculated masses from [25] axe plotted due to the absence of data. For the be 
mesons ~  1. This shows that although the mass of the c quark is relatively 
large it is quite relativistic in this case.
In these figures, the results are in good agreement with the data, which vindi­
cates our choices of potentials and parameters. However, the calculated hyperfine 
splittings are all larger than in the data. The agreement is much better in the 
6-flavored mesons than in the c-flavored mesons. There axe three possible reasons 
for this discrepancy. First, as has been mentioned earlier, this model is expected 
to work better for 6-flavored mesons than for c-flavored mesons due to the more 
rapid convergence of the nonrelativistic expansion applied to the heavy quark.
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!=0.j,=l/2 I-lJt-1/2 I=lj,«3/2 I=2j!=3/2 I=2j1=SZ2
Figure 7: This figure shows W  — m 2 for bu and cu to zeroth order and to first 
order. £ and j \  are the quantum numbers for orbital angular momentum and total 
angular momentum of the u quark. The states have been labeled as J p , where J  
and P  are the total angular momentum and the parity of the meson, respectively.
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Table 6: Data for Figure 7. This table lists the calculated eigenenergy W  — m i  
for cu and bu to zeroth order (column 5) and first order corrections (column 6 and 
7). n denotes the principle quantum number of the meson states. £ and j i  are the 
quantum numbers for orbital angular momentum and total angular momentum 
of the u quark. J  and P  are the total angular momentum and the parity of the 
meson, respectively.
n £ ii J p W g ) - m e = w £ )
(GeV)
— mb Wca — m c Wbu — mb
1 0 1/2 0" 0.45202 0.31562 0.40911
1 0 1/2 1“ 0.45202 0.48956 0.46383
2 0 1/2 0- 0.95738 0.97025 0.96143
2 0 1/2 1- 0.95738 1.08882 0.99873
1 1 1/2 0+ 0.79806 0.73716 0.77890
1 1 1/2 1+ 0.79806 0.86860 0.82025
1 1 3/2 1+ 0.80262 0.87499 0.82538
1 1 3/2 2+ 0.80262 0.93305 0.84365
1 2 3/2 1- 1.06167 1.17756 1.09813
1 2 3/2 2- 1.06167 1.22728 1.11377
1 2 5/2 2- 1.04117 1.20935 1.09407
1 2 5/2 3- 1.04117 1.24512 1.10533
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03 I=0j,«l/2 1=1 j 1=l/2 1-1Ji=3/2 I=2j>3/2 l=2j,=5/2
Figure 8: This figure shows W — m2 for fes and cs to zeroth order and to first 
order. Also see caption of Figure 7.
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Table 7: Data for Figure 8. This table lists the calculated eigenenergy W  — m2 
for cs and bs to zeroth order and first order correction. Also see the caption of 
Table 6.
n I ii W W  - m c = Wt°> -
(GeV)
-  mb Wca — m e Wb, — mb
1 0 1 /2 0- 0.54451 0.40869 0.50179
1 0 1 /2 1- 0.54451 0.59492 0.56037
2 0 1 /2 0- 1.05236 1.07877 1.06067
2 0 1 /2 1- 1.05236 1.20270 1.09965
1 1 1 /2 0+ 0.89366 0.84793 0.87927
1 1 1 /2 1+ 0.89366 0.98246 0.92159
1 1 3/2 1+ 0.90130 0.98925 0.92897
1 1 3/2 2+ 0.90130 1.04965 0.94797
1 2 3/2 1" 1.15804 1.29350 1.20065
1 2 3/2 2" 1.15804 1.34464 1.21674
1 2 5/2 2- 1.14181 1.32972 1.20092
1 2 5/2 3" 1.14181 1.36673 1.21256
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Secondly, these calculations do not include any effects associated with possible 
strong decay of the heavy mesons. The coupling to these strong decay channels 
will result in shifts in the meson masses as well as decay widths for heavy mesons 
above decay thresholds. These shifts will be greatest near the decay thresholds.
The third possible reason for the large hyperfine splittings may have its origin 
in the parameterization of a s(r), particularly at small r . While many functional 
forms may be used for this parameterization, each form may be expected to lead to 
quite different 1 / mg contributions, especially in the hyperfine term. This question 
is currently under investigation.
The third term on the right hand side of (90) has non-zero matrix elements 
between states with j i  differing by 1 and with i  differing by either 0 or 2. These 
mixings do not affect the spectrum to order ^  but should result in shifts in 
some states at higher order in all of these systems. This should be particularly 
apparent for the 1+ states which are nearly degenerate to order ^  for all Qq 
mesons calculated here.
One very interesting aspect of this calculation is the mapping of our model 
on to the heavy quark effective theory, with a view to evaluating some of the 
parameters and dynamical quantities (such as universal form factors) of the effec­
tive theory. While we do not endeavor to perform such a  calculation for all such 
quantities here, some comments are merited.
Although we have included all of the 1/mg terms that arise from the spectator 
equation, it is not clear that these correspond to all of the 1/mg terms of HQET. 
In particular, in the spectator equation, the heavy quark is treated as being exactly 
on its mass shell. In contrast, in HQET, the heavy quark is allowed to be slightly 
off its mass shell (via the equation =  mgu^ -1- k^), and this leads to terms that 
may be absent from the formulation presented here. The full ramifications of this 
are also under investigation.
Until this question is resolved, we dare not examine quantities that are inti­
mately bound up in the 1 /m g structure of the effective theory or the model. We 
can, however, examine quantities that depend only on the leading-order structure 
of the model, as we believe that this is a reasonably accurate representation of
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the effective theory. In particular, in the effective theory, one expects that the 
heavy quark should act as a static color source. This very important feature is 
reproduced in the model, as the leading dynamical behavior is described in terms 
of a Dirac equation for the light quark.
Two quantities of interest in HQET are A and Ai, which are defined by
t  A M I
Mm = rriQ +  A +  —----- ,Zttiq
{M {v)\hQ(iD)2hQ\M {v))  =  2MmAi-
A is crucial for the effective theory, as it appears as the coefficient in the 1 /rriQ 
expansion: the expansion is written in terms of A / m g ,  where A  is, in essence, the 
contribution to the mass of the meson from the mass and kinetic energy of the 
brown muck. The left hand side of the second expression above is proportional 
to the kinetic energy of the heavy quark. The meson states in the bra and ket 
above are the leading order representation, and so correspond to our zeroth-order 
calculation. From our model, we obtain A  = 0.45 GeV for the ground state 
pseudoscalar/vector doublet, and Aj =  0.67 GeV2. These values are in reasonable 
agreement with the values in the literature [46].
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Figure 9: The cu spectrum. In this figure, solid lines represent the results of our 
calculation for the meson masses, W , to first order in the perturbation; dotted 
lines represent the data. The states have been labeled as J p , where J  and P  axe 
the total angular momentum and the parity of the meson, respectively.
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Table 8: Data for Figure 9. A f?i, A £2  and A £ 3  (columns 6 to 8) are defined 
by (208 - 210) in Appendix C. Prm» and rrms are the root mean squared p and 
r, respectively. £ and j i  axe the quantum numbers for orbital angular momentum 
and total angular momentum of the u quark. J  and P  are the total angular 
momentum and the parity of the meson, respectively.
n I h J 1* Wcu A E j
(G eV )
Ai?2 A £3 Prms
(1 /G eV )
T* rm s
1 0 1/2 0 - 1.85 0.2190 -0.2250 -0.1305 0.8190 2.1590
2 0 1/2 0~ 2.50 0.3747 -0.2729 -0.0890 1.0712 3.4610
3 0 1/2 0 - 2.98 0.5055 -0.2838 -0.0732 1.2442 4.5851
4 0 1/2 0“ 3.37 0.6322 -0.2898 -0.0647 1.3914 5.5381
1 0 1/2 1- 2.02 0.2190 -0.2250 0.0435 0.8190 2.1590
2 0 1/2 1“ 2.62 0.3747 -0.2729 0.0297 1.0712 3.4610
1 2 3 /2 1- 2.71 0.3243 -0.1774 -0.0311 0.9966 3.4587
3 0 1/2 1“ 3.07 0.5055 -0.2838 0.0244 1.2442 4.5851
2 2 3 /2 1- 3.13 0.4632 -0.2024 -0.0261 1.1910 4.6267
1 2 5 /2 2~ 2.74 0.3157 -0.1267 -0.0209 0.9833 3.7330
1 2 3 /2 2~ 2.76 0.3243 -0.1774 0.0186 0.9966 3.4587
2 2 5 /2 2“ 3.16 0.4539 -0.1603 -0.0175 1.1790 4.7810
2 2 3 /2 2“ 3.17 0.4632 -0.2024 0.0157 1.1910 4.6267
1 2 5 /2 3 “ 2.78 0.3157 -0.1267 0.0149 0.9833 3.7330
2 2 5 /2 3~ 3.19 0.4539 -0.1603 0.0125 1.1790 4.7810
1 4 7 /2 3~ 3.24 0.4311 -0.1311 -0.0134 1.1490 4.7048
1 4 7 /2 4 “ 3.26 0.4311 -0.1311 0.0104 1.1490 4.7048
1 4 9 /2 4 “ 3.24 0.4350 -0.1065 -0.0109 1.1542 4.8992
1 1 1/2 0+ 2.27 0.2933 -0.2557 -0.0986 0.9478 2.6664
2 1 1/2 0+ 2.78 0.4341 -0.2746 -0.0781 1.1530 3.9983
3 1 1/2 0+ 3.20 0.5642 -0.2834 -0.0675 1.3145 5.0550
1 1 1/2 1+ 2.40 0.2933 -0.2557 0.0329 0.9478 2.6664
1 1 3 /2 1+ 2.41 0.2585 -0.1499 -0.0363 0.8898 3.0248
2 1 1/2 1+ 2.89 0.4341 -0.2746 0.0260 1.1530 3.9983
2 1 3 /2 1+ 2.89 0.4033 -0.1918 -0.0282 1.1114 4.1834
3 1 1/2 1+ 3.29 0.5642 -0.2834 0.0225 1.3145 5.0550
3 1 3 /2 1+ 3.30 0.5365 -0.2121 -0.0246 1.2817 5.1805
1 1 3 /2 2+ 2.46 0.2585 -0.1499 0.0218 0.8898 3.0248
2 1 3 /2 2+ 2.94 0.4033 -0.1918 0.0169 1.1114 4.1834
1 3 5 /2 2+ 3.00 0.3758 -0.1479 -0.0188 1.0727 4.1214
3 1 3 /2 2+ 3.34 0.5365 -0.2121 0.0148 1.2817 5.1805
2 3 5 /2 2+ 3.38 0.5120 -0.1714 -0.0164 1.2522 5.1685
1 3 7 /2 3+ 3.01 0.3751 -0.1143 -0.0145 1.0718 4.3484
1 3 5 /2 3+ 3.03 0.3758 -0.1479 0.0134 1.0727 4.1214
2 3 7 /2 3+ 3.39 0.5098 -0.1424 -0.0128 1.2495 5.3078
2 3 5 /2 3+ 3.41 0.5120 -0.1714 0.0117 1.2522 5.1685
1 3 7 /2 4+ 3.03 0.3751 -0.1143 0.0112 1.0718 4.3484
2 3 7 /2 4+ 3.41 0.5098 -0.1424 0.0100 1.2495 5.3078
1 5 9 /2 4+ 3.46 0.4891 -0.1205 -0.0103 1.2238 5.2290
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Figure 10: cs spectrum. See caption of Figure 9.
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Table 9: Data for Figure 10. See caption of Table 8.
n t ii J p w c> A E i
(G eV )
A S j Prma
(1 /G eV )
T" rm  j
1 0 1 /2 o- 1.94 0.2470 -0.2432 -0.1397 0.8698 2.0134
2 0 1 /2 0“ 2.61 0.4046 -0.2853 -0.0930 1.1131 3.3236
3 0 1 /2 0 - 3.09 0.5372 -0.2936 -0.0757 1.2826 4.4419
1 0 1 /2 1“ 2.13 0.2470 -0.2432 0.0466 0.8698 2.0134
2 0 1 /2 1 - 2.73 0.4046 -0.2853 0.0310 1.1131 3.3236
1 2 3 /2 1 - 2.82 0.3520 -0.1846 -0.0320 1.0383 3.3304
3 0 1 /2 1“ 3.19 0.5372 -0.2936 0.0252 1.2826 4.4419
2 2 3 /2 1 - 3.25 0.4934 -0.2089 -0.0267 1.2293 4.4878
1 2 5 /2 2 " 2.86 0.3422 -0.1327 -0.0216 1.0237 3.5753
1 2 3 /2 2~ 2.88 0.3520 -0.1846 0.0192 1.0383 3.3304
2 2 5 /2 2~ 3.28 0.4834 -0.1661 -0.0179 1.2167 4.6289
2 2 3 /2 2“ 3.29 0.4934 -0.2089 0.0160 1.2293 4.4878
1 2 5 /2 3“ 2.90 0.3422 -0.1327 0.0154 1.0237 3.5753
2 2 5 /2 3“ 3.31 0.4834 -0.1661 0.0128 1.2167 4.6289
1 4 7 /2 3” 3.36 0.4618 -0.1362 -0.0138 1.1892 4.5559
1 4 9 /2 4“ 3 3 7 0.4643 -0.1105 -0.0113 1.1924 4.7347
1 4 7 /2 4~ 3 3 9 0.4618 -0.1362 0.0107 1.1892 4.5559
1 1 1 /2 0+ 2.38 0.3206 -0.2654 -0.1009 0.9908 2.5579
2 1 1 /2 0+ 2.90 0.4639 -0.2829 -0.0795 1.1919 3.8675
3 1 1 /2 0+ 3.32 0.5962 -0.2907 -0.0684 1.3512 4.9154
1 1 1 /2 1+ 2.51 0.3206 -0.2654 0.0336 0.9908 2.5579
1 1 3 /2 1+ 2.52 0.2839 -0.1582 -0.0378 0.9325 2.8728
2 1 1 /2 1+ 3.00 0.4639 -0.2829 0.0265 1.1919 3.8675
2 1 3 /2 1+ 3.01 0.4322 -0.1994 -0.0292 1.1505 4.0368
3 1 1 /2 1+ 3.41 0.5962 -0.2907 0.0228 1.3512 4.9154
3 1 3 /2 1+ 3.42 0.5679 -0.2190 -0.0252 1.3188 5.0322
1 1 3 /2 2+ 2.58 0.2839 -0.1582 0.0227 0.9325 2.8728
2 1 3 /2 2+ 3.06 0.4322 -0.1994 0.0175 1.1505 4.0368
1 3 5 /2 2+ 3.12 0.4046 -0.1537 -0.0193 1.1132 3.9810
3 1 3 /2 2+ 3.46 0.5679 -0.2190 0.0151 1.3188 5.0322
2 3 5 /2 2+ 3.50 0.5433 -0.1768 -0.0168 1.2899 5.0238
1 3 7 /2 3+ 3.13 0.4030 -0.1191 -0.0149 1.1109 4.1867
1 3 5 /2 3+ 3.15 0.4046 -0.1537 0.0138 1.1132 3.9810
2 3 7 /2 3+ 3.52 0.5405 -0.1472 -0.0131 1.2866 5.1516
2 3 5 /2 3+ 3.53 0.5433 -0.1768 0.0120 1.2899 5.0238
1 3 7 /2 4+ 3.16 0.4030 -0.1191 0.0116 1.1109 4.1867
2 3 7 /2 4+ 3.54 0.5405 -0.1472 0.0102 1.2866 5.1516
1 5 9 /2 4+ 3.58 0.5206 -0.1247 -0.0106 1.2627 5.0757
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Figure 11: bu spectrum. See caption of Figure 9.
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Table 10: Data for Figure 11. See caption of Table 8.
71 e ii wbu A £ i
(G eV )
A E * P rm j
( l/G e V )
Trms
1 0 1 /2 o- 5.28 0.0689 -0.0708 -0.0410 0.8190 2.1590
2 0 1 /2 0“ 5.83 0.1179 -0.0859 -0.0280 1.0712 3.4610
3 0 1 /2 0“ 6.21 0.1590 -0.0893 -0.0230 1.2442 4.5851
4 0 1/2 0 “ 6.52 0.1989 -0.0912 -0.0204 1.3914 5.5381
1 0 1 /2 1“ 5.33 0.0689 -0.0708 0.0137 0.8190 2.1590
2 0 1 /2 1 - 5.87 0.1179 -0.0859 0.0093 1.0712 3.4610
1 2 3 /2 1“ 5.97 0.1020 -0.0558 -0.0098 0.9966 3.4587
3 0 1 /2 1 - 6.24 0.1590 -0.0893 0.0077 1.2442 4.5851
1 2 5 /2 2“ 5.96 0.0993 -0.0399 -0.0066 0.9833 3.7330
1 2 3 /2 2“ 5.98 0.1020 -0.0558 0.0059 0.9966 3.4587
2 2 5 /2 2~ 6.31 0.1428 -0.0504 -0.0055 1.1790 4.7810
2 2 3 /2 2“ 6.32 0.1457 -0.0637 0.0049 1.1910 4.6267
1 2 5 /2 3“ 5.97 0.0993 -0.0399 0.0047 0.9833 3.7330
2 2 5 /2 3“ 6.32 0.1428 -0.0504 0.0039 1.1790 4.7810
1 4 7 /2 3 “ 6.38 0.1356 -0.0412 -0.0042 1.1490 4.7048
1 4 9 /2 4“ 6.36 0.1368 -0.0335 -0.0034 1.1542 4.8992
1 4 7 /2 4~ 6.39 0.1356 -0.0412 0.0033 1.1490 4.7048
1 X 1 /2 0+ 5.65 0.0923 -0.0804 -0.0310 0.9478 2.6664
2 1 1 /2 0+ 6.06 0.1365 -0.0864 -0.0246 1.1530 3.9983
3 1 1 /2 0+ 6.39 0.1775 -0.0892 -0.0212 1.3145 5.0550
1 1 1 /2 1+ 5.69 0.0923 -0.0804 0.0103 0.9478 2.6664
1 1 3 /2 1+ 5.69 0.0813 -0.0471 -0.0114 0.8898 3.0248
2 1 1 /2 1+ 6.10 0.1365 -0.0864 0.0082 1.1530 3.9983
2 1 3 /2 1+ 6.10 0.1269 -0.0603 -0.0089 1.1114 4.1834
3 1 1 /2 1+ 6.42 0.1775 -0.0892 0.0071 1.3145 5.0550
3 1 3 /2 1+ 6.43 0.1688 -0.0667 -0.0077 1.2817 5.1805
1 1 3 /2 2+ 5.71 0.0813 -0.0471 0.0068 0.8898 3.0248
2 1 3 /2 2+ 6.12 0.1269 -0.0603 0.0053 1.1114 4.1834
1 3 5 /2 2+ 6.19 0.1182 -0.0465 -0.0059 1.0727 4.1214
3 1 3 /2 2+ 6.44 0.1688 -0.0667 0.0046 1.2817 5.1805
2 3 5 /2 2+ 6.49 0.1611 -0.0539 -0.0052 1.2522 5.1685
1 3 7 /2 3+ 6.18 0.1180 -0.0360 -0.0045 1.0718 4.3484
1 3 5 /2 3+ 6.20 0.1182 -0.0465 0.0042 1.0727 4.1214
2 3 7 /2 3+ 6.48 0.1604 -0.0448 -0.0040 1.2495 5.3078
2 3 5 /2 3+ 6.50 0.1611 -0.0539 0.0037 1.2522 5.1685
1 3 7 /2 4+ 6.18 0.1180 -0.0360 0.0035 1.0718 4.3484
2 3 7 /2 4+ 6.49 0.1604 -0.0448 0.0031 1.2495 5.3078
1 5 7 /2 4+ 6.55 0.1539 -0.0379 -0.0032 1.2238 5.2290
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Figure 12: 6s spectrum. See caption of Figure 9.
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Table 11: Data for Figure 12. See caption of Table 8.
n t Ji J * ’ A E j
(G eV )
A £ 2 A E 3 Prm#
(1 /G eV )
Trm*
1 0 1/2 0~ 5.37 0.0777 -0.0765 -0.0439 0.8698 2.0134
2 0 1/2 0“ 5.93 0.1273 -0.0897 -0.0292 1.1131 3 .3236
3 0 1/2 0“ 6.31 0.1690 -0.0924 -0.0238 1.2826 4.4419
4 0 1/2 0- 6.62 0.2095 -0.0939 -0.0209 1.4281 5.3909
1 0 1/2 1- 5.43 0.0777 -0.0765 0.0146 0.8698 2.0134
2 0 1/2 1“ 5.97 0.1273 -0.0897 0.0097 1.1131 3 .3236
1 2 3 /2 1- 6 .07 0.1107 -0.0581 -0.0101 1.0383 3.3304
3 0 1/2 1“ 6.34 0.1690 -0.0924 0.0079 1.2826 4.4419
1 2 5 /2 2“ 6.07 0.1076 -0.0417 -0.0068 1.0237 3.5753
1 2 3 /2 2“ 6.08 0.1107 -0.0581 0.0060 1.0383 3.3304
2 2 5 /2 2“ 6.41 0.1521 -0.0522 -0.0056 1.2167 4 .6289
2 2 3 /2 2“ 6.42 0.1552 -0.0657 0.0050 1.2293 4 .4878
1 2 5 /2 3~ 6.08 0.1076 -0.0417 0.0049 1.0237 3 .5753
2 2 5 /2 3“ 6.42 0.1521 -0.0522 0.0040 1.2167 4.6289
1 4 7 /2 3“ 6.49 0.1453 -0.0428 -0.0043 1.1892 4.5559
1 4 9 /2 4~ 6.47 0.1461 -0.0348 -0.0035 1.1924 4 .7347
1 4 7 /2 4“ 6.49 0.1453 -0.0428 0.0034 1.1892 4 .5559
1 1 1/2 0+ 5.75 0.1008 -0.0835 -0.0317 0.9908 2.5579
2 1 1/2 0+ 6.17 0.1459 -0.0890 -0.0250 1.1919 3.8675
3 1 1/2 0+ 6.50 0.1875 -0.0914 -0.0215 1.3512 4.9154
1 1 1/2 1+ 5.79 0.1008 -0.0835 0.0106 0.9908 2.5579
1 1 3 /2 1+ 5.80 0.0893 -0.0498 -0.0119 0.9325 2.8728
2 1 1/2 1+ 6.20 0.1459 -0.0890 0.0083 1.1919 3 .8675
2 1 3 /2 1+ 6.21 0.1360 -0.0627 -0.0092 1.1505 4.0368
3 1 1/2 1+ 6.52 0.1875 -0.0914 0.0072 1.3512 4.9154
3 1 3 /2 1+ 6.53 0.1786 -0.0689 -0.0079 1.3188 5.0322
1 1 3 /2 2+ 5.82 0.0893 -0.0498 0.0071 0.9325 2.8728
2 1 3 /2 2+ 6.22 0.1360 -0.0627 0.0055 1.1505 4.0368
1 3 5 /2 2+ 6.30 0.1273 -0.0484 -0.0061 1.1132 3.9810
3 1 3 /2 2+ 6.54 0.1786 -0.0689 0.0048 1.3188 5.0322
2 3 5 /2 2+ 6.60 0.1709 -0.0556 -0.0053 1.2899 5.0238
1 3 7 /2 3+ 6.28 0.1268 -0.0375 -0.0047 1.1109 4 .1867
1 3 5 /2 3+ 6.31 0.1273 -0.0484 0.0043 1.1132 3.9810
2 3 7 /2 3+ 6.59 0.1700 -0.0463 -0.0041 1.2866 5.1516
2 3 5 /2 3+ 6.61 0.1709 -0.0556 0.0038 1.2899 5.0238
1 3 7 /2 4+ 6.29 0.1268 -0.0375 0.0037 1.1109 4 .1867
2 3 7 /2 4+ 6.60 0.1700 -0.0463 0.0032 1.2866 5.1516
1 5 9 /2 4+ 6.65 0.1638 -0.0392 -0.0033 1.2627 5.0757
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Figure 13: be spectrum. See caption of Figure 9.
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Table 12: Data for Figure 13. See caption of Table 8.
n / A £ 1 A E 3 P rm #
( 1 /G e V )
1 0 1 /2 0 " 6 .26 0.1563 •0 .1 1 3 4 -0 .0 6 3 3 1.2334 1.3657
2 0 1 /2 0 “ 6 .35 0.2037 - 0 .1 1 2 2 -0 .0 3 6 8 1.4083 2.5830
3 0 1 /2 0 " 7.24 0.2494 •0 .1 1 0 4 •0 .0 2 8 6 1.5581 3.6155
4 0 1 /2 0 ” 7 .55 0.2944 •0 .1 0 9 5 •0 .0 2 4 6 1.6931 4.5086
1 0 1 /2 2“ 6.34 0.1563 •0 .1 1 3 4 0.0211 1.2334 1.3657
2 0 1 /2 j “ 6.90 0 .2 0 3 7 - 0 .1 1 2 2 0.0123 1.4083 2.5830
1 2 3 / 2 2“ 7.01 0.1807 -0 .0701 •0 .0113 1.3262 2.6413
3 0 1 /2 2“ 7.28 0.2494 •0 .1 1 0 4 0 .0095 1.5581 3.6155
2 2 3 / 2 2“ 7.35 0.2316 •0 .0 7 6 9 -0 .0094 1.5015 3.6885
4 0 1 /2 2“ 7.58 0.2944 -0 .1 0 9 5 0 .0082 1.6931 4.5086
3 2 3 / 2 2” 7.64 0.2795 -0 .0 8 1 0 •0 .0 0 8 2 1.6497 4 .5 7 8 7
2 2 5 /2 2 ” 7.02 0.1755 -0 .0 5 2 4 -0 .0 0 7 9 1.3073 2 .7 6 0 7
1 2 3 / 2 2 “ 7.03 0.1807 •0 .0 7 0 1 0 .0068 1.3262 2.6413
2 2 5 / 2 2 “ 7.36 0.2270 •0 .0 6 2 5 •0 .0064 1.4867 3.7674
2 2 3 / 2 2 “ 7.36 0.2316 •0 .0 7 6 9 0 .0056 1.5015 3.6885
3 2 5 / 2 2 “ 7.65 0.2754 •0 .0 6 8 3 •0 .0 0 5 6 1.6375 4.6380
3 2 3 / 2 2 “ 7.65 0.2795 •0 .0 8 1 0 0 .0049 1.6497 4.5787
1 2 5 / 2 3 ” 7.04 0.1 7 5 5 •0 .0 5 2 4 0 .0057 1.3073 2.7607
2 2 5 /2 3 “ 7.37 0.2270 -0 .0 6 2 5 0 .0046 1.4867 3.7674
1 4 7 /2 3 “ 7.43 0.2212 -0 .0 5 1 4 •0 .0 0 5 0 1.4676 3.7253
3 5 /2 3 " 7.66 0.2754 •0 .0 6 8 3 0.0040 1.6375 4.6380
2 4 7 /2 3 ~ 7.70 0.2698 •0 .0 5 7 8 •0 .0 0 4 3 1.6206 4.6269
1 4 9 / 2 4 ” 7.43 0.2206 -0 .0 4 2 3 •0 .0041 1.4653 3 .8 2 2 5
1 4 7 /2 4 “ 7.44 0.2212 •0 .0 5 1 4 0 .0 0 3 9 1.4676 3.7 2 5 3
2 4 9 / 2 4 “ 7.70 0.2690 •0 .0 4 9 9 •0 .0 0 3 7 1.6184 4.6955
2 4 7 /2 4 “ 7.71 0.2698 -0 .0 5 7 8 0.0034 1.6206 4.6269
1 1 /2 0+ 6 .68 0.1711 •0 .1 0 0 6 •0 .0 3 5 8 1.2905 1.9819
2 1 /2 0 + 7.10 0.2214 -0 .1 0 3 4 •0 .0 2 7 5 1.4683 3 .1 2 9 7
3 1 1 /2 0 + 7.43 0.2679 -0 .1 0 4 0 •0 .0 2 3 3 1.6151 4.0917
4 1 /2 0 + 7.71 0.3138 -0 .1 0 4 6 •0 .0 2 0 8 1.7477 4.9297
1 1 /2 1+ 6 .73 0.1711 -0 .1 0 0 6 0 .0119 1.2905 1.9819
1 3 / 2 1+ 6.74 0.1560 •0 .0 6 4 8 •0 .0 1 4 3 2.2323 2.1287
2 1 /2 1+ 7.14 0.2214 •0 .1 0 3 4 0 .0 0 9 2 1.4683 3.1297
2 3 / 2 1+ 7.15 0.2096 -0 .0761 -0 .0 1 0 8 1.4285 3.2251
3 1 /2 1+ 7.46 0.2679 •0 .1 0 4 0 0.0078 1.6151 4 .0917
3 3 / 2 1+ 7.47 0.2579 -0 .0 8 0 9 •0 .0 0 9 0 1.5845 4 .1645
4 1 /2 1+ 7.74 0.3138 -0 .1 0 4 6 0 .0 0 6 9 1.7477 4.9297
4 3 / 2 1+ 7.74 0 .3047 -0 .0 8 4 0 •0 .0080 1.7223 4 .9898
1 3 /2 2+ 6.76 0.1560 -0 .0 6 4 8 0 .0 0 8 6 1.2323 2 .1287
2 3 /2 2 + 7.16 0.2096 -0 .0761 0 .0065 1.4285 3.2251
1 S / 2 2 + 7.24 0.2000 -0 .0 5 8 3 -0 .0069 1.3953 3.2111
3 3 /2 2 + 7.48 0.2579 •0 .0 8 0 9 0.0054 1.5845 4.1645
2 5 /2 2 + 7.54 0.2495 •0 .0 6 5 0 •0 .0059 1.5584 4.1495
4 3 /2 2 + 7.76 0.3047 •0 .0 8 4 0 0 .0048 1.7223 4.9898
3 3 5 /2 2 + 7.80 0.2973 •0 .0 6 9 7 -0 .0053 1.7013 5.0133
1 3 7 /2 3 + 7.24 0.1978 •0 .0 4 6 3 •0 .0 0 5 5 1.3878 3.3172
1 3 5 /2 3 + 7.25 0.2000 •0 .0 5 8 3 0 .0049 1.3953 3.2111
2 3 7 /2 3 + 7.54 0.2474 •0 .0 5 4 9 -0 .0 0 4 6 1.5521 4.2519
2 3 5 /2 3 + 7.55 0.2495 -0 .0 6 5 0 0 .0042 1.5584 4.1495
3 3 7 /2 3 + 7.80 0.2953 •0 .0 6 0 6 -0 .0042 1.6955 5.0685
3 3 5 /2 3 + 7.81 0.2973 -0 .0 6 9 7 0.0038 1.7013 5.0133
1 3 7 /2 4 + 7.25 0.1978 •0 .0 4 6 3 0 .0042 1.3878 3.3172
2 3 7 /2 4 + 7.55 0.2474 -0 .0 5 4 9 0 .0036 1.5521 4.2519
1 5 9 / 2 4 + 7.60 0.2430 •0 .0 4 6 8 -0 .0038 1.5381 4.1986
3 3 7 /2 4 + 7.81 0.2953 -0 .0 6 0 6 0 .0032 1.6955 5.0685
2 5 9 / 2 4 + 7.85 0.2910 -0 .0 5 2 8 •0 .0035 1.6831 5.0426
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4.2 QQ Sector
Figures 14 and 15 show the spectra for cc and bb mesons as calculated with 
(144). As before, the calculated masses are shown as solid lines and the experimen­
tal masses as dotted lines. The DD  and B B  thresholds axe shown as horizontal 
dotdashed lines across the Figures 14 and 15, respectively. Ref. [48] has also listed 
states hc(lP )  with mass 3.526 GeV  and t/c(2S) with mass 3.590 GeV. We believe 
they correspond to the states 21So(3.67) and l 1/^ (3.51) in Figure 14, respectively.
The bb spectrum is in quite good agreement with the data for the states lying 
below the B B  threshold. The agreement deteriorates as the masses approach 
and cross the B B  threshold. As argued in the previous subsection, this may 
be the result of the absence of coupling to strong decay channels in our model. 
The agreement for the cc is less satisfactory. This may be an indication of the 
inadequacy of the truncation of the nonrelativistic expansion at order In both
cases the hyperfine splitting of the spin triplet states is too large.
Since the hyperfine tensor interaction has non-zero off diagonal matrix ele­
ments for states with spin 1 and with L differing by 0 or 2, there should be 
mixings of states such as 3Si with 3DX and 3Pi with 3Fi- These mixings do not 
affect the spectrum to order but should result in shifts in some states at higher 
order in both the bb and cc spectra.
Table 13 and Table 14 show the individual contributions to the masses W  of a 
number of cc and bb states from W (0), £ c, £ hyp, Eso, Esr and Evr .  The retardation 
contributions £ s r  and Eyr  are clearly gauge dependent since they would not 
appear in Coulomb gauge. Ec is also gauge dependent. These contributions 
may also be sensitive to the choice of quasipotential prescription. To this order, 
Ehyp and should be independent of these factors. Note that the scalar and 
vector retardation contributions are of opposite sign and therefore tend to cancel. 
However the sum of these contributions is comparable with Ehyp and E«>. The 
assumption that the scalar retardation potential depends only on the square of the 
exchanged four-momentum, Q2, is uncontrolled and it is possible to propose forms 
for this retardation potential which would eliminate the scalar term altogether.
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Figure 14: cc spectra. See caption of Figure 9.
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Table 13: Zeroth order and various first order interaction energies in the cc spec­
trum. Ec, £hyp, Eso, Esr and E vr are defined in (141) of Section 3.2.2. prm3 and 
Trma are the root mean squared p and r, respectively.
S ta te rv vv(°» E c ^hvp
(G eV )
Eto E s r E v r E s r  +  E v r Vrmt
(1 /G eV )
r  rm s
I 1 So 3.00 3.2621 -0.1700 -0.0790 0.0000 0 .0427 -0.0594 -0.0167 0.7392 2.0786
l 3Si 3.10 3.2621 -0.1700 0.0263 0.0000 0.0427 -0.0594 -0.0167 0.7392 2.0786
2J5 0 3.67 3.9063 -0.2614 -0.0485 0.0000 0.1142 -0.0444 0.0698 0.8479 4.0858
23S i 3.73 3.9063 -0.2614 0.0162 0.0000 0.1142 -0.0444 0.0698 0.8479 4.0858
3 'S b 4.13 4.3659 -0.3596 -0.0400 0.0000 0.2031 -0.0394 0.1637 0.9429 5.7599
33S i 4.18 4.3659 -0.3596 0.0133 0.0000 0.2031 -0.0394 0.1637 0.9429 5.7599
4*Sb 4.52 4.7520 -0.4691 -0.0357 0.0000 0.3051 -0.0369 0.2682 1.0250 7.2280
43S a 4.56 4.7520 -0.4691 0.0119 0.0000 0.3051 -0.0369 0.2682 1.0250 7.2280
5‘ So 4.86 5.0959 -0.5878 -0.0330 0.0000 0.4174 -0.0354 0.3820 1.0968 8.5616
53S] 4.90 5.0959 -0.5878 0.0110 0.0000 0.4174 -0.0354 0.3820 1.0968 8.5616
6 JS0 5.17 5.4115 -0.7143 -0.0311 0.0000 0.5384 -0.0344 0.5040 1.1608 9.7987
63S j 5.21 5.4115 -0.7143 0.0104 0.0000 0.5384 -0.0344 0.5040 1.1608 9.7987
I 1 P i 3.51 3.7028 -0.2281 -0.0064 0.0000 0.0786 -0.0413 0.0373 0.7914 3.1910
13P 0 3.44 3.7028 -0.2281 -0.0209 -0.0521 0.0786 -0.0413 0.0373 0.7914 3.1910
l 3Pi 3.50 3.7028 -0.2281 0.0136 -0.0261 0.0786 -0.0413 0.0373 0.7914 3.1910
13P 2 3.54 3.7028 -0.2281 -0.0002 0.0261 0.0786 -0.0413 0.0373 0.7914 3.1910
2JPi 3.99 4.1948 -0.3196 -0.0048 0.0000 0.1600 -0.0364 0.1236 0.8962 5.0121
23P 0 3.94 4.1948 -0.3196 -0.0166 -0.0417 0.1600 -0.0364 0.1236 0.8962 5.0121
23P j 3.99 4.1948 -0.3196 -0.0107 -0.0208 0.1600 -0.0364 0.1236 0.8962 5.0121
23P2 4.02 4.1948 -0.3196 -0.0002 0.0208 0.1600 -0.0364 0.1236 0.8962 5.0121
1j D 2 3.82 4.0196 -0.2830 -0.0019 0.0000 0.1182 -0.0359 0.0823 0.8496 4.1448
l 3t? i 3.80 4.0196 -0.2830 -0.0037 -0.0127 0.1182 -0.0359 0.0823 0.8496 4.1448
13D 2 3.82 4.0196 -0.2830 0.0049 -0.0042 0.1182 -0.0359 0.0823 0.8496 4.1448
i 3d 3 3.83 4.0196 -0.2830 -0.0006 0.0085 0.1182 -0.0359 0.0823 0.8496 4.1448
2 'D a 4.24 4.4413 -0.3788 -0.0018 0.0000 0.2080 -0.0334 0.1746 0.9446 5.8275
23jDi 4.22 4.4413 -0.3788 -0.0030 -0.0116 0.2080 -0.0334 0.1746 0.9446 5.8275
2 3£>2 4.24 4.4413 -0.3788 0.0042 -0.0039 0.2080 -0.0334 0.1746 0.9446 5.8275
2 3D3 4.24 4.4413 -0.3788 -0.0004 0.0077 0.2080 -0.0334 0.1746 0.9446 5.8275
3'£>2 4.60 4.8088 -0.4865 -0.0017 0.0000 0.3104 -0.0322 0.2782 1.0263 7.2902
33Z?i 4.59 4.8088 -0.4865 -0.0027 -0.0115 0.3104 -0.0322 0.2782 1.0263 7.2902
3 3D2 4.60 4.8088 -0.4865 0.0039 -0.0038 0.3104 -0.0322 0.2782 1.0263 7.2902
33D3 4.61 4.8088 -0.4865 -0.0003 0.0077 0.3104 -0.0322 0.2782 1.0263 7.2902
l ' P 3 4.06 4.2838 -0.3536 -0.0006 0.0000 0.1612 -0.0330 0.1282 0.9029 5.0048
13P 2 4.06 4.2838 -0.3536 -0.0017 0.0037 0.1612 -0.0330 0.1282 0.9029 5.0048
i 3f 3 4.06 4.2838 -0.3536 0.0025 0.0009 0.1612 -0.0330 0.1282 0.9029 5.0048
13P4 4.06 4.2838 -0.3536 -0.0006 -0.0028 0.1612 -0.0330 0.1282 0.9029 5.0048
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Figure 15: bb spectra. See caption of Figure 9.
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Table 14: Zeroth order and various first order interaction energies in the bb spec­
trum. See caption of Table 13.
S ta te W W<°> Ec E hyp E ,o E s r E v r E s r  +  E v r PriBJ
(<5eV)
T rm s
l 1 So 9.41 9.5315 -0.0602 -0.0367 0.0000 0.0072 -0.0297 -0.0224 1.3077 1.1930
135] 9.46 9.5315 -0.0602 0.0122 0.0000 0.0072 -0.0297 -0.0224 1.3077 1.1930
2JSo 10.00 10.0892 -0 .0708 -0.0192 0.0000 0.0175 -0.0192 -0.0017 1.3719 2.5139
23S, 10.02 10.0892 -0.0708 0.0064 0.0000 0.0175 -0.0192 -0.0017 1.3719 2.5139
3 : S0 10.37 10.4511 -0.0839 -0.0146 0.0000 0.0302 -0.0160 0.0142 1.4771 3.6558
33S j 10.39 10.4511 -0.0839 0.0049 0.0000 0.0302 -0.0160 0.0142 1.4771 3.6558
4 ! So 10.66 10.7411 -0.0992 -0.0125 0.0000 0.0447 -0.0144 0.0303 1.5769 4.6722
43S , 10.68 10.7411 -0.0992 0.0042 0.0000 0.0447 -0.0144 0.0303 1.5769 4.6722
5 ’ So 10.91 10.9928 -0.1162 -0.0113 0.0000 0.0608 -0.0135 0.0473 1.6697 5.5961
535 j 10.93 10.9928 -0.1162 0.0038 0.0000 0.0608 -0.0135 0.0473 1.6697 5.5961
6* Sq 11.14 11.2202 -0.1345 -0.0105 0.0000 0.0781 -0.0128 0.0653 1.7551 6.4520
63S, 11.15 11.2202 -0.1345 0.0035 0.0000 0.0781 -0.0128 0.0653 1.7551 6.4520
i 1 Pi 9.88 9.9438 -0.0610 -0.0023 0.0000 0.0126 -0.0169 -0.0043 1.2977 1.9561
i 3P0 9.85 9.9438 -0.0610 -0.0074 -0.0243 0.0126 -0.0169 -0.0043 1 .2977 1.9561
i 3P} 9.87 9.9438 -0.0610 0.0049 -0.0121 0.0126 -0.0169 -0.0043 1 .2977 1.9561
1 3p 2 9.89 9.9438 -0.0610 -0.0001 0.0121 0.0126 -0.0169 -0.0043 1 .2977 1.9561
23P j 10.27 10.3321 -0.0752 -0.0016 0.0000 0.0244 -0.0143 0.0101 1.4166 3.1728
23P0 10.24 10.3321 -0.0752 -0.0056 -0.0182 0.0244 -0.0143 0.0101 1.4166 3.1728
23P\ 10.26 10.3321 -0.0752 0.0036 -0.0091 0.0244 -0.0143 0.0101 1.4166 3.1728
2 3P2 10.28 10.3321 -0.0752 -0.0001 0.0091 0.0244 -0.0143 0.0101 1.4166 3.1728
l ' C 2 10.15 10.2072 -0.0637 -0.0008 0.0000 0.0186 -0.0139 0.0047 1.3535 2.6082
13D , 10.14 10.2072 -0.0637 -0.0011 -0.0097 0.0186 -0.0139 0.0047 1.3535 2.6082
i 3 d 2 10.15 10.2072 -0.0637 0.0016 -0.0032 0.0186 -0.0139 0.0047 1.3535 2.6082
13£>j 10.15 10.2072 -0.0637 -0.0001 0.0064 0.0186 -0.0139 0.0047 1.3535 2.6082
2‘ D 2 10.47 10.5277 -0.0792 -0.0006 0.0000 0.0315 -0.0125 0.0190 1.4696 3.7489
23D x 10.46 10.5277 -0.0792 -0.0009 -0.0080 0.0315 -0.0125 0.0190 1.4696 3.7489
23D 2 10.47 10.5277 -0.0792 0.0013 -0.0027 0.0315 -0.0125 0.0190 1.4696 3.7489
23 Dz 10.47 10.5277 -0.0792 -0.0001 0.0053 0.0315 -0.0125 0.0190 1.4696 3.7489
z ' d 2 10.74 10.7982 -0.0955 -0.0005 0.0000 0.0461 -0.0117 0.0344 1.5729 4.7553
Z3D \ 10.73 10.7982 -0.0955 -0.0008 -0.0071 0.0461 -0.0117 0.0344 1.5729 4.7553
3 3D 2 10.74 10.7982 -0.0955 0.0012 -0.0024 0.0461 -0.0117 0.0344 1.5729 4.7553
3 3Dz 10.74 10.7982 -0.0955 -0.0001 0.0048 0.0461 -0.0117 0.0344 1.5729 4.7553
l ' f j 10.36 10.4164 -0.0717 -0.0004 0.0000 0.0250 -0.0124 0.0126 1.4160 3.1965
13E2 10.35 10.4164 -0 .0717 -0.0004 -0.0047 0.0250 -0.0124 0.0126 1.4160 3.1965
i 3e 3 10.36 10.4164 -0 .0717 0.0008 -0.0012 0.0250 -0.0124 0.0126 1.4160 3.1965
13Pi 10.36 10.4164 -0 .0717 -0.0001 0.0035 0.0250 -0.0124 0.0126 1.4160 3.1965




We have constructed a model for heavy mesons based on a relativistic bound 
state equation - the spectator or Gross equation. The kernel used in the equation 
is the one-gluon-exchange interaction for the asymptotic region plus a  scalar linear 
potential for the confining region. Using this model, we have calculated the heavy 
meson spectra. By choosing a reasonable set of model parameters, we are able to 
obtain a respectable fit to the observed heavy meson masses and to predict the 
approximate masses of heavy mesons which have not yet been observed.
For Qq and qQ mesons, we have studied the meson spectra in the approach 
to the heavy quark symmetry limit. By expanding the Gross equation in 1/rriQ, 
we have obtained the meson Hamiltonian to the order of 1 /m g. While solving 
the Hamiltonian, to observe the 1 /m g effects consistently, the meson masses and 
wave functions are calculated using perturbative techniques and the first order 
corrections to the unperturbed masses are obtained. We have found that our 
results agree with the predictions from HQET. In particular, in the limit rriQ —► oo, 
the one-body limit — Dirac equation for the light quark q is obtained, and the 
spectra of B  and D mesons, B" and D* mesons etc. are very much alike, modulo 
1 /mb and 1 /m c effects.
75
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QQ mesons are studied for the purpose of separating the scalar potential shift 
c from the light quark mass m.\. One can see from the zeroth-order Hamiltonian 
of the Qq mesons (89) that mi and c cannot be distinguished in the Qq, qQ sector. 
However, the separation of c and mi can be obtained by studying the 1 / ttiq effects 
in the QQ sector. By using a similar technique to that used in the Qq, qQ sector, 
we have calculated the masses and wave functions for QQ mesons and found that 
the retardation contributions to the QQ mesons, which are missing in most other 
quark models, have noticeable effects.
While l/niQ  expansion has been used in obtaining meson Hamiltonians and 
calculating meson masses and wave functions, our model should give better results 
for 6-flavored mesons than for c-flavored mesons since in c-fiavored mesons, v ~  |c , 
but in 6-flavored mesons, v ~  |c .
5.2 O utlook
The goal of constructing this model is to study electroweak interactions and ul­
timately to extract some properties, such as — one of the parameters in 
the standard model, with little model dependence. The model is therefore con­
structed so tha t the weak decay amplitudes for semileptonic decays B  —*■ D lv  and 
B  —* D 'lv  can be calculated in the framework of HQET. In particular, the uni­
versal Isgur-Wise functions in the decay current matrix elements can be calculated 
using the wave functions obtained in this model. Such a calculation is underway.
In addition, the slope of the Isgur-Wise function for the elastic decays can also 
be calculated in this model, weak decay constants may be evaluated and a number 
of HQET sum rules may be tested. Furthermore, the strong and electromagnetic 
decays can also be treated with the wave functions that we have obtained here. 
Thus, the wave functions obtained in this model may be applied to a number of 
different calculations.
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N otation
1. The units are chosen such that h = c = 1 .
2. A four-vector A  is represented by:
A = { A 0, A \ A \ A Z) =  (A °,Ax,A y,A x) =  (A °,A ) .
examples :
а) coordinates : x  =  (a;0, ! 1̂ 2, ! 3) =  ( t ,x ,y ,z )  — (t , x ) ,
б) four  — momentum  : p =  (p°,pl ,p2,p3) = (E ,px,py,pz) =  (E , p ) .
3. The metric is chosen such that the inner product of two four-vectors is
A - B  = A°B° — A • B .
4. The a , /3 matrices are defined as
- ( - ) •
where I  is the unit matrix, <r are the Pauli matrices:
77
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5. The 7  matrices are defined as
7 =  (7 °, 7 ) =  (0, /?<*) • 
We use the standard form of the 7  matrices:
6 . The matrix j 5 is defined as
7 s  =  i  7 ° 7 X7 27 3 =  75  ,
7. The Dirac spinors are defined as
/ _  _  y /£ (P ’ ™) + m  1 \
“(p. "*•) =  V— 2^ —  °-p
\  E(p,  m )+ m  /
where m is the mass of the particle, £ (p , m) =  -y/p2 +  m2 and Xm, is the 
Pauli spinor.
8 . The Dirac conjugate is defined as
•tj) =  t j ) .
9. The free Dirac propagator SF(p, m) is given by
SF{p,m) =  ( 7  • p — m )-1  .
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Solving the Coupled Equations
The coupled equations for Gnin and Fnij1 in Qq sector are given by (106) 
and (107). Operating on (106), using ( £  -  / ^ ( r )  from (107) and
Fnljt (r ) from (106), the coupled radial wave equations can be written as a second 
order differential equation for Gnij1 (r),
+  d G ^  (r) (  K 'W  -  H 'W  ^
with
dr* dr ^ mi +  ys(r) _ v ; ( r )  +  E S J
+ G * , w  I (  k m - k m  - % U  + A
\  \  r  )  mi + V,(r) -  V.(r) +  r» V J
- ( m .  +  H M - K W  +  s S ) ,)
x U + V , ( r )  +  V . ( r ) - ^ ,  = 0 , (147)
^ (r) = " x V M  v m ^ W  +  T Gn,i' W)  ■(148)mi +  Vs(r) -  K (r) +  E)Jh \  dr r J
A direct integration numerical method has been used to obtain the solution of 
(147). This approach uses stepping techniques to obtain solutions to the differ­
ential equations. Such techniques are much more efficient if any large asymptotic
79
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damping of the radial wave functions can be extracted and reduced radial wave 
equations can then be integrated.
When examing this equation, we found that for K (r) , Vv(r) being determined 
by (91) and (9*2), at r —> oo, Gnih{r) —> e_i,r2/2_<mi+c)r. We therefore define a 
reduced wave function g(p) by
(149)
where 7  =  2 (mj +  c)/y/b, p =  y /b r  is a dimensionless radial variable and s will 
be determined while solving the equation.






a+ + p -  Vv(p)/y/b
dg{p)
dp Flip) +  Fz(p) +  F 4{p) +  F 5 (p) ’}•
a+ =  -^= (m 1 +  c +  £SJ-,) ,
a _ = - L ( m 1 +  c - £ £ ; , ) ,
vv{p) =  V „ ( r )  =  -  














Tx (p) =  2p2 + 2̂a + + j j p  +  a + 7  -  2s +  1 -  
V v i p ) ( 2 s  \  V M
2 a+s
+ - V5 V P  2p ''I vs ’
T l ( f > )  =  ( s 2 -  S  — k \  -  K i )  +  1  ( s 2 — 2S -  — 2 « 1  -  740+ )
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-7 3  +  j Q+72 -  2a+s -  a+ -  a+a_ +  - 7
+P (^72 -  2s -  a+ a_  j  ,
Vv(p) /  1 /  2 2 \  1
^ w  =  - 7 7 r b ( 5
+ —7 2 -  2« -  1 -  2a+ar_ +  a \  +  p (cr+ -  Cf_) | ,
« W - 1 2 s ) [ * * - « _ + , ]
In order to integrate the differential equation (150) , it is necessary to know the 
values of the function g(p) and its derivative at some point and then to have 
a stepping algorithm that predicts the values of the functions and their derivatives 
at subsequent points. The value of the function and its first derivative at p =  0 
are obtained by construction of a series solution for the functions for small p. An 
adaptive Runge-Kutte routine [69] is used to integrate the differential equation 
for increasing values of p. Energy eigenvalues are found by adjusting the value of 
the energy until the functions have the correct asymptotic behavior as determined 
by an asymptotic expansion of the functions at some large finite p. This process 
of finding the eigenenergies is called the shooting method [69]. In the calculations 
shown here, the accuracy of the eigenvalues is increased by integrating up from 
p =  0 and down from some large finite p to some intermediate point where the 
values of g(p) and are required to match. Our meson spectra varies less than 
1 MeV as the matching point is changed.
(a) T h e  series  so lu tion  for g(p) a t sm all p
Since
2 r  a, 2 ^  ( - 1)
rf(*) = 4 = T  e~l2 dt = ~ l = E  , /o n  * 2n+11 (155)y/ZJo n l(2 n  + l) K '
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at small p, (153) and (154) are reduced to
Vv(p) =  Vo =  7*, (156)
k=l
K (p)  =  0. (157)
Thus, for small p, (150) therefore can be written as
^  +  + B ,p  + B3 + Bt - j - ^ -
+  +  2^2 +  +  ^ ^ 2 )  ~  ® ‘ (158)
where
Bi =  2 ,
Vo7B3 =  04 .7  -  2s +  1 -  ,
2s Ko
# 4  — —2q + s  +  — ,
D ,  =  i ^ - 2 , - a + a . - ^ ( « t - a . )  +  ^
^  1 2 « o 1
X>2 =  - 7 s  +  - a + 7  ~  2a + s  -  a +  -  a , a _  +  - 7  4 2
( j f 2 - 2s - 1  -  2«+“ - + °+ )
4 ( — * ■ ) - &  ^
2?3 =  s 2 — 2 s  — /Cj — 2 « i  — 7 s a +  H— 7L 7 S ,
v b
V A =  ( s 2 - s - k ] -  m j  ^ a +  -  - ~ = j  ,
Expanding <7(p) as a power series for small p as
(159)
9(p) = 53 A tp * , (160)
i=0
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and substituting into the differential equation for small p , (158) , we have
Vo
+  ^— #2  — 2^ +  D2J A t- 2 pi - 2
+ £  [ - 5 1 ( A r - 3 ) + P 1]^lJfc_3 / - 2 = 0.
Equating coefficients of equal powers of p gives
(0 i -K-i 
«1 +  1
s <  0 would be non-physical since this would result in, by 
(jn/j, (r) —> 0 0  as /? —*■ 0, we therefore have
s =  Ki +  1 ,
(*'*)
A 2  =  
A 3  =
D 3 A q
?>4 - B 4 ’
- 1
2 (a+ ”  ^6  “  04) +  V a 
- 1
 ̂— B3  +  A i  +  T>2 A)j ,
6 (a + “  Vb ~  2 ^ 0  +  ^
 ̂^2 — 2B3 -f D^j A.2 +  ^ — B 2 +  A i  +  2>j.4oj ,
A t >  3  =
- 1
(a+-%)k(k- l ) -B4k + V4 
{ [ (k  -  l )  (k -  2)  -  Bz (k -  l )  +  P3] Ak-X
+  [ —  &2 ( k  — 2 j  +  * ]  A t - 2
+  ^— B\ — 3^ +  Di ^4.*_3  ̂ .
(161)
(149),
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(6 ) T h e  series so lu tion  for g{p) a t  la rg e  p






P =  3 E  “ *•
6 k= 1
At large p , (150) therefore becomes
( n , „  . <?g(p)
+  ( Q i p  +  Q.1 +  Q z — F Q a ~2 +  § (p )  =  0 • (165)
V p  P P J
where
Pi  =  2 ,
V 2 = 2 a+ +  7 ,
Vz =  Q+ 7  — 2s +  1 +  2j3,
2o + s ,
V s  =  - 2/? s - /? ,
Qi =  ^ 7 2 -  2s -  a +a_  ,
Q2 =  —7s +  ^o+72 ~  2a+s -  a+ -  a \ <*_ +  ^7 +  /5 ( a + -  a_^ ,
Q3 =  s2 — 2s — Kj — 2 «i — 7 ’SQr+
+/3 Q 7 2 -  2s -  2 -  2o +a_ +  0 + +  ,
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Q a = a + ( s 2 - s - k\ -  Ki j  -  0~ys -  ^ 7  + 0 2 ̂ 2q+ -  a S j  ,
0.5 = 0  (s2 — K^j +  0 3 .
Expanding g(p) as
j ( r f  =  £ c i ( ) - * - " ,  ( 1 6 6 )
k=0
and substituting into the differential equation for large p, (165), we have
E  ]̂ Pi (k  - f  +  Qij C k p ~ k+1 
+  5 Z  [ ^ 2 ^  —  1 +  <7^ +  0 2I  C k - 1 p  i + 1
+ a — (j* "I" a  ~  l )  "*■ + cr — 2̂  P z + Qaj Ck- 2 P~t+1
+  £  [< *+ (fc  +  < r - 3 )  ( k  +  t r - 2 )  +  ( k  +  c T - Z } V A  +  Q ^ C k - z  p - k+1 
+  $ 1  +  <7- -  4 ^  +  flT -  3^
+  ( k  +  < T - 4 ) V 5 +  Q 5]  Ck- 4 p - i + 1  =  0 . ( 1 6 7 )
Equating coefficients of equal powers of p gives
2 i
a  P i  ’
Ci =  ——/------ ,---- —  ('P2 O' +  Q2') Co ,
P i  ^  +  1J +  Q i '  '
C2 =  ----- 7--------- \----—  {  \P i  (<T +  l') +  Q 2] Cl
V i  ( o  +  2 ) +  Q i I L V J  J
+  |o  ^<7 +  1 +  7>3)  +  Q3J C01 ,
C3 =  ------- -v— —  {  \P z (cr +  2 ) +  Q 2] C2
P i  ( o  +  3J +  Q i  t L \  /  J
+  +  1^ +  2  +  P zj  +  Qz Ci
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C-4 —
V,
+  jo- ^Q;+<7’ +  a + +  ^4^ +  Q4I 1
~?-------\ I \ ^ 2 f 0- +  3^ +  Q2] Cz
i  (<7 +  4) +  Q r  I L V J  J
^ < 7  +  2 j  ĉr +  3 +  'P z'j +  Q3j C2 
[ 4- 1  ̂ ^ct+cr +  2a + 4- V 4 J  +  0.4^ Ci




Ck>4 =   ~r-----—  {  \P i  ( o  4- k  — l') 4- Q 2] Ck- 1
“P i  (<7 4- +  Q i  *> L \  /  J
+  [(<7 4 - f c - 2 )  <̂7 4 - * - l + ^ 3)  + Q 3] C t _ 2 
4- ^ < 7  4- k  -  3^ ( a +k  4- a + e  -  2 a + 4- V 4 )  +  Q4J C k-z  
+  +  k  — 4^ ^ 0 k  4- 0& — 3 0  4- 7 5̂  ̂ +  Qs] ^ - 4 ^  •
(c) T h e  re la tio n  o f Ao and  C0
Ao and Co are normalization factors. However, for unnormalized g(p), only 
one of Ao and Cq is arbitrary. By using the series solutions of g(p) and at 
small p and setting Ao =  1, we are able to use the adaptive Runge-Kutte routine 
[69] to obtain the values of g(p) and at a point with larger p called pmid
g{Pmid) |v4o=l =  g~ 5 
dg(Pmid) I _  -t
dp
Similarly, by the series solution of g(p) and at large p and setting Co =  1, we 
obtain
g { P m id ) k o = l  =  9 +  1
dg{Pmid) | _  _ /
dp lCo=1 “  9+ ’
The condition of g(p) being continuous at p = pma  requires, for arbitrary Ao
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or C0,
This gives us the relations
Ao g~ — Co 9+ =  0 , 
Ao g'- — Co g'+ =  0 .
9 + 9 - - 9 - 9 +  =  0,
c„ = a ( | ) = a ( ^
( 168)
(169)
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M atrix E lem ents in th e  Qq Sector
In this section, we evaluate the matrix element
I  =  J d 3r Hi r) (170)
in the Qq and qQ sectors. To do so, we first consider the following integrals
I ,  = J f r  /(r )  r) • (171>
( r ) 0 (1) * „ < * .« ,» ,  (172)
2s =  J d 3r f ( r )  * 1 hJMj{r)<rW ■ ( a «  x f) . (173)
C .l X\ a n d  Z 2
By using (101), (102) and the explicit form of f3 matrix,
A  = J<Pr m  * L > i W )
m,2
+ ^< 'y ;(’- ) ^ i , ( r ) ^ , , (fi)3'fe‘ ( n ) } ,  (174)
88
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%  = /  M  W r > /*»  I W )
=  {j[rn'h s2mS:t \ f 1s2JM j y  j im jls2m32 j j iS 2J M j j
mn  mj2 m*2
/  f r  / M  J3 W G«0 . (f i)
(f i)J  (175)
Using the explicit form of 3 ^ ( 0 )  by (103) and the orthogonality of Ygmt(Cl) 
J <Kl Y;,m,(D) Yemt(Q) = 6ejt 8m.,mt, (176)
we have
j  in y ; » + ( n >  ( n >  =  ^  A ^  , (177)
Putting (177) in (174) and (175), and by the orthogonality of the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients
^2  ( j im h s2ma2 jiS2J M j ^ ( j im h s2mS2 \j iS 2J M j^  = l,  (178)
WIji 771̂2
we obtain
T[ =  8pjt Sj'j, J dr f( r )  (r)Gn^, (r) +  /'’nvj,(r).F7rfj1(r) |  , (179)
T2 = 8c,e 8j<j, J dr f ( r )  Gn>th {r)GrUj, (r) -  Fnuj, (r)^Vji (r) j • (180)
We therefore have
X, =  _ /> r  /(r ) (r) *(r) =  / dr /(r ) [g ^ ,  (r) +  F ^ , (r)] , (181)
I ,  =  J f r  /(r )  # t (r) j9<D *(r) =  / d r  /(r )  [ g ^ ,  (r) -  F^. (r)] . (182) 
where 'P(r) =  .
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C.2 J 3
By the definition of in (101) , and the explicit form of a. matrices,
we have
2' = j<Pr f ( r )  cr<2) • (a (1) x r) r)
=  51 | j '&JMj'j  jiS2JMj^
7Tljj 771^ 171^2 TOJ2
• ( x l ^ X n . , )  j f r M  +  Fn’l’ji (r)Gniji (r )]
• t e f (n) <rP> ( C P )  r  C ‘P ) 1 , (iss)
where we have used (105) and the relation
— x r j  ■ rj =  (i<r x =  <r — ( a  • r . (184)
Using the explicit form of (f2) by (103) and the orthogonality of l / m,(fl) 
(176), (183) becomes
I '  =  /  dr f (r )  +  l ^ j l (r)Gnt t (r)]
5Z { j \ m'hs2 m'321 j [ s2J M j j  ( j im j^Tn^ j i s 2J M j ^
(emeSim^ j J isijirrij^
( x i i y 2)X m , 3 ')  •  ( x L i ^ X m . , )  & t?4
YL ( 31m'hS2m'3 \j'1s2J M j )  ( j im h s2ma2 jiS2J M j \
* * '  ™ - j  m ' j  m(m^
(? m i Sim', | I ^ s i n i j , )
/ d s i ( x l y ^ . , )  ■ ( x l . , h r . . , ) } .
TTl̂ j n j |j  Wjj 771 j  j TTlj j 77l£
+
T R jj W ljj  771^2 771^2 TTljj 771^771^
(185)
in
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the spherical coordinate representation, in which a  vector A , or a rank one tensor, 
is represented by the spherical components of the vector A \
Aa =  A(1,A) =
A1 = A(l, l) =  - ^ ( A ,  + xAl,)
Ao = A(1,0) =  Az 
A_i =  A(l, - 1) =  -j$(Ax -  iA y)
and the product of two vectors, A and B is given by
A • B  =  Y .  ( - 1 )X A x B . x .
A=—1,0,1
Therefore, in spherical representation,
r 1 = f ( l , l )  =  — 75 sin 6e1̂
r\  =  r ( l ,  A) =  <
7T
fo = ^(1, 0) =  cos 6 
r_! =  f ( l ,  —1) =  ^  sin 6
which can be written in terms of spherical harmonic Ye<mt(Q) as
and
a x =  a ( l ,  A) =  -
<7! =  a ( l ,  1) =  +  iay)
a0 = <7(1,0) =  az 
, <7_i =  <7(1, - 1 )  =  ^-(<7X -  iay) .
We therefore have
( x l i ^ ’x ,. . ,)  • ( x l ^ X - . , )







The Wigner-Eckart theorem [70, 71, 72] for the q component of a  rank k  tensor 
T (k ,q ) is
( / , ;  | n * . «) 1j * , )  =  ( - 1) ^  ( r  I  T(k)  || j )  , (192,
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where (j* || T{k) || j )  is called the reduced matrix element which is independent of
m'2 , TOj and q. Applying the theorem to the case T(k,q) — cr^(l, A), we have
<r(,)(l,A)
where we have used the fact that s,- =  A for i being either 1 or 2 .
Consider the case of A =  0 in (193), this gives
( ;  II I! | )  =  ~ 2 ^  m  L ,  w  (194)
which is independent of mSl. We can therefore set m3i = A, and find that
<5I ̂  I I) (195)
Putting (195) back in (193), we have
x t ^ X m , ,  =  -V 3^1A ^m s. (196)
Using (196) and (191) , we find
( x l j 2«-(2)Xm.2)  • ( x L i ^ X m . , )
=   ̂ E  (_ 1 )A 3 (lA |» » «  - A  |  to,, (197)
( x l ; 2^ (2)XmJ2)  * (x tj.rX m .,)
= E  ( - i )A+1v^^i,-A(n)(iAim,2 1~ < ) .
A=—1,0,1 '  L i t  I
Putting (197) and (198) in (185) and by [73]
J  da  y,, „ (!(si)
(198)
(2£i +  1)(2^2 +  1)(2^3 +  1)
4tt
5 ( h  e2 1 3 
I o o o
l \  I'l i 3
me J 771/2 771/2
(199)
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with
we obtain
T' — -t 3 —
(200)
E  E  E  5 E ^ 3(-1)A
mn  m ' m ,2 m'12 m ,1 m'3l m t A
( j ' mh \ ms2
(i4 m*> 11\ \ < )  (' ■AI m- 11 \  \  < )
+  m  (-l)1+A_mV  3 (2£+ 1)(2£' +  1)
TTljj 771m*2 m32 m3l ̂
( o  o 0 )  (  - ^  -  - a ) ( « 5 < I 4 ^ } '
1^ m.2) } -  (20 1 )
Using the symmetry properties of the 3 — j  symbols and using the 6 — j  symbols 
to represent the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, this equation becomes
T'z = J dr f(r) GWi; (r)  ̂(r) + Fn>t>j[ (r)̂  ̂(r)j
X |<« X 6  yj2j, + lfiil + 1 |  |  M  |  Jj  ) J,‘ |
+ ( - i ) 1+J+2j,+2ji y/2ji + 1yj2j{ +  i V W T T ^ e  + 1 Ve
f j[ I J \  (j[  1 h \  ( ?  1 *\1
U  ii  i j 1 m  ^ 1 1 °  ° ° / J '
(202)
By finding the values of the 6 — j  symbols and the 3 — j  symbol, and using
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their symmetry properties, (202) can be reduced to
T'z =  J  dr f ( r )  GnU':[ (r) +  Fn.e j>x ( r ) G ^  (r)J
x Sjuj+i { ^ j ^ ) + SV - ' Siu->-h { 2 J T 1 )
1 ( 2 y / j { j + l ) \
+  6 e. , '  6 U  +  Sn t J _ i  6 j [yJ+  i j  ^  2 J + 1  j
+ ^ +i 6̂ - 1  ^ liJ+i  (  ^ j  +  i+ 1 ) ) }  ’
we therefore have
I 3  =  J<^rf{r)'I>ltjij Mj{r)<r{2) • (c*(1) x r )
= J d r 2 f{ r )G nth{r)Fntjl {r) 




{K ,(r),aW  • v }  =  K ,(r)a(1) • V #  +  a™  • V  [v ^ r)* ] , (205)
we find
H i  t p n t j j J M j i r )
= { - V2̂n0jJMj(r) + K(r)<*d) • * Vtf̂ r̂)
27712 L Z
+ a d )  - i v  [ K ( r ) « ^  jM,(r)] +  <*(1) • or<2> x f ^ r ) * ^  j ^ ( r ) }  . (206)
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This gives us
Z  =  J jMj(r ) Hi =  A E\ +  A E2  +  A £ 3 , (207)
with
A E i  = 2^T2 J  d*r  ^ (r) (  ~  V ' )  ^ (r) ’ (208)
A E2 = ^ - J  <Prrf{r) [v „ ( r )a (1) • y V $ (r)  +  a (1) • j V  K ( r ) $ ( r ) ] } , (209) 
A E3 =  —— f  d3r »pT(r) . a (i) x  fV^'(r) ^ (r ) , (210)
~TTlo J
where
^ (r )  =  ^n^jjjMjlr)
and we have used the relations OfU) • c r^  x r  =  —t r ^  ■ oS1̂  x r  to obtain (210).
(a) A E i
Using the relation
^ a (1> • j v )  (a W  • =  - V 2
and considering the fact that c*U). i  V  is a hermitian operator, (208) leads to
A Ei =  2^ - / d3r • j V ^ r ) ] *  [a*1* • y V $ (r)  ] . (211)
Using (95) and (89),
«*<» • i v * ( r )  =  { £ $ ,  -  K (r) -  /S'1* [m, +  V .(r)])  * (r ) , (212)
,0 ) . ^ # ( r )l =  * t (r) _  V.(r )  -  /SO* [m, +  V.(r)] } , (213)
where E ^  is defined as — m 2 by (108). Putting (212) and (213) in (211),
^E' = ̂ J ^ T{ ( £ ff i,-K ,(r ))2 + ( m 1 +  K (r))!] <P(r)
- 2  [fi£J, -  K (r)] [m, +  V,(r)] * t ( r ) . (214)
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Using (181) and (182), (214) gives
A £ , =  2b j d r {  ( £ $ . - K M ) 2 + ( m . + K M ) ! + * * , ( ’•))
- 2 [fiiS, - km] ["»■ + w] (<&» w - *2* m) } • (215)
(b) A E 2
Since a (1) • yV is an hermitian operator, we have
J  d W ( r )  ( a (1) • y v )  K ( r ) ^ ( r )  =  J d 3r ( a (1) • j V ^ ( r ) ^  K ,( r )* (r ) . (216) 
Using (212), (216) with (213), (209) gives
A £* =  2^ /  <ft-{2K,(r) (£<;], -  K (r ) )  « t (r ) * (r)
- 2 K m [ ”»i +  K M  ■}i (r) i3<1l'P(r)} .
Using (181) and (182), (217) gives
AEi = 2 ^ J *  {2K(r) (E& " KM) (G* ‘W + ̂ (r))
- 2 K M  [ m ,  +  K ( r ) ]  ( C L , - ,  M  -  K h  w )  }  ■
(c) A Es 
Using (204) , (210) gives
(217)
(218)
A  E 3 =
- 1
2m- j d r  2V,'M G^j, M f "0,M  
x {s,J+1 Sk J+, ( | ^ ± | ) ( A A )
(219)
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Channel Potentials for QQ
Using (12) for the kernel V(p, k; P) and the explicit form of the Dirac spinors 
defined in Appendix A, U++ ,U +~ ,U~+ and U , (117) ~  (120), can be reduced 
to the Pauli spinor space as
U m , J  m , j m ' j  m ' 2  ( P >  P )
= \ j  (E (p 1,m 1) + m 1̂ 2 E { p i , m 1)^j  ̂ ( p 2,m 2) +  m 2̂ 2 E ( p 2,m 2) 
x ̂  ̂ £(k i, mx) +  j 2£’(ki , m x) ^  (-E(k2, m 2) + m 2' ) j 2£(k2, m2)
Xf {1 A m*2 1x fA m s V,(Q2)
W -k !
+ K ( Q 2) 1 +
(.E (pi,m i) +  m jj (£ (k i,m !)  H-mj) 
o-W • p 2 <t(2) • k2 
(£ (P 2 , m2) +  m2) (^ (k 2 , m2) +  m2) 
<r(1) • px o-U). kj 
(£ (p i,m i)  +  m i) ( i? (k i,m i)+  m x) 
crW ■ p 2 • k2 
(£ (p 2 , m2) +  m 2) (£ (k 2, m 2) +  m2) _ 
t r ^  • p i  trW . kx 
( £ ( p i ,m x) +  m i) (£ (k x ,m x) +  m x)
97
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+
<r(2) • P2 o-W . k2
(£ (p 2, m2) +  m2) (£ (k 2, m2) +  m 2) 
<t(1̂  • pio-M • k i 
(#(pi, mj) + m j  (̂ (ki,m { ) + mi) 
<r(2) - p 2 <r̂ 2̂  • k2
(# (P 2 , ™2) +  m2) (£ (k 2, m2) +  m2) _
~Vv{Q2)
rW. P i O'(1) +
+
a-Mo-M ■ k i 
£ (k i ,m i)  +  m x 
<r(2)flr(2) • k2
\ E ( p 2 ,m 2) + m 2 E(k.2 ,m 2) + m 2)} XmJj XmJji
UmSj m,2 m'j mj2 (?>
=  ^  ̂ (p i,T O i) +  r o i ^ 2 £ (p i ,m 1) ^  ̂ ( P 2 , rn2) +  m2)  j 2£ (p 2, m2) 
x ^  ̂ £ (k i, m x) +  mi j  J 2£ (k i ,  mi) ^ ( k 2, m2) +  m ^ j j 2£ (k 2, m2)
v t x t 
A  771 j  j  A  771^2 { w 2) [ -  
+  (
r(D P i r(D k i
r(D • P i + rW -k! )
+Vv(Q2)
E {p i ,m i)  + mi E ( k i ,m i)  +  mi
(  o-W ■ p2 o-W • k2
\  [E{p2, m2) +  m2) (f?(k2, m2) +  m2) 
o-W • p i • kj
+
£ (p i ,m i)  +  mi £ (k i ,m i)  +  mi
0 -M • k ird) P i
£ (p i,ro i) +  mi J?(ki,mi) +  miy 
(  <TW - P2 O-W • k 2
(J5(p2, m2) +  m2) (j?(k2, m2) +  m2)
-K ,(Q 2) r(D
/  <r(2) • P2 <7-(2) o-(2) . k2
\ £ ( p 2 ,m 2) +  m 2 £ (k 2 ,m 2) +  m2 
<r(1) • p i o-W o-M • k i 
( £ ( p i ,m i) +  m i) (E (k i ,m i)+  m i)
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/  o’*2) • P2 <r(2) o-*2) o'*2) •
V £(p2 ,m 2) +  m2 £ (k 2 ,m 2) +  m 2:)]}
2 m'j m' 2 (Pi 5̂ P)
= ^ +  m ĵ j2E(vi->mi) yj^£ (p 2,m 2) +  / 2£ (p 2,7722)
x.\J^E{ki,m}) +  m1jy /2£ (k i,m 1) ^ E ( k 2,m 2) + m2jy/2£(k2,m 2)
xL,xL2{ w ) r ^ - k i£ ( p i ,m i ) +  J71! £ ;(k i,m i) +  ma
+
r(D. P i +
r*1) - ki
+ K (Q 2)
^ ( P l ,« l )  +  mi £ (^ ,772 !)+  77li 
/  O ’*2 ) • P 2  0 -(2) • k 2
\  ( £ ( P 2 ,  r n 2 )  +  m 2)  ( £ ( k 2 ,  m 2 )  +  m 2)  
—o’*1) • p i o’*1) • k i
+£ (p i ,m i)  + mi E (k i ,m i)  +  m\
(  —o’*1) • p i o’*1) - k i
+ +
\ £ ? ( p i , m i )  +  772! £ ( k l ,  772!) +  772^
O ’*2) • P 2  O’*2) • k 2
-Vv(Q 2) r(D
(£(P2, 7722) + 7722) (P(k2, 7722) + 7722)
^ O’*2) • p 2 <r*2) o’*2) o’*2) • k2
\ £ ( P 2 , 7 7 2 2 )  +  7722 i ; ( k 2 ,7722 ) +  7722
o’*1) • p i c-*1) o’*1) • ki
(£ (  P i , 772i) +  772i) (f?(kl, 772i) +  772̂  
/  O ’*2) • P 2  O'*2) O ’*2) O ’*2) • k 2  \ \
\ E ( p 2 ,m 2) +  7722 £(k2,7722) +  7722</J J XmJj Xm'2 »
(p, fc; P )
=  ^ ^ ( p i . T T J i )  +  7 7 2 i ^ / 2 £ ( p i , m 1)  ^ ^ P ( P 2 , 7 7 2 2 )  +  7722^ / 2 £ ( p 2 ,  7722 ) 
X ^ ^ P ( k l ,  772i) +  7 7 2 ^  j 2 £ ( k l ,  TTlj) ^ ^ £ ’( k 2 , 7722 ) +  7722^  j 2 £ ( k 2 ,  7722 )
(221)
(222)
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X- v*(Q2)
o-M • p i  o-M ■ k i_  i _|------------------------------  z-------
(£ (p i ,m i)  +  m i) (jB (ki,m x) +  mx)
<t ^  . p2 <t(2) . ^
(E(P2 , m 2) +  m2) (E{k2, m2) +  m 2)
tf-t1) • P! (T ^  • k i
( ^ ( p i ,m x) + m i )  (£ (k i,m x )+  m j) 
o-(2) • p2 er^  • k2
+Vv(Q2) 1 +
[E{p2 , m2) +  m2) ( i ? ( k 2 ,  m2) +  m2) _
• p i  <rW • k i
(£ ( p i ,m x) +  ma) (£ (k i ,  m i) +  m x) 
<rW • p 2 t r ^  ■ k 2  
(£'(P2 , m 2) +  m2) (£ (k 2, m2) +  m 2) 
o-(x) • p i o-W • k i 
(£ (p i ,  mi) +  m i) (£ (k a,m x) +  m i)
o - ( 2 ) • p 2  t r ^  - k 2
(£ (p 2, m2) +  m2) (£ (k 2, m2) +  m2) 
(  -°~ (1) • PI <rW , -°~(1) g-(1) • k i
\£ ( p i ,m i )  +  mi £ (k i ,m i)  +  mi
/  or(2) • P2 <7(2̂ O-W flr(2) • k2
\ £ ( p 2 ,m 2) +  m 2 £ (k 2 ,m 2) +  m 2 (223)
Expanding in powers of 1/m i and l /m 2, and keeping to the order of l/(m ,m j), 
(220-223) become
j m»2 m'j m' 2 (P’ ^ )
“ b q2) + W )]
-4S![v*(q2)+W ) ] ( P22- k2f
"l/'(q2) (i^f <r‘" •P1 <r<1) •kl + 4^!<r(2> • V *<T<21 •k2)
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+Vi(q2) ( s b  ° '(I1 • P l <t(11 • k l + t h / 1' • P2 •ks)
- K(q2)-j—-—  (<rw  • Pi +  o-(1) <r(1) - k i)
4m im 2 \  J
• ( t r (2) • P2 < r (2 )  +  <r{2) <r(2) * k2)  |  x * ; ,  X m j 2 ,  ( 2 2 4 )
=  xl, x l2 { 2~ ° ‘(1) • P i -  ^ ( q 2)]
- ^ ( 1 ) * k l  [ K ( q 2 )  +  K ( q 2 ) ]
-  • ( < t ( 2 )  • P 2 O ’125 +  ^  <r{2) ■ k a )  K , ( q 2 ) }  X - m ^ X m j j ,  ( 2 2 5 )
i TOs2 mil mi2 ^
= xt„„ xt, { -  ’ Pl [ntf) +
-U rW  • ka [ K , ( q 2 )  -  K ( q 2 ) ]
2TO'
<X(1 ) - ^r<2> - p 2 <r(2) +  <r(2) <r(2) • k 2 )  K ( q 2 ) }  X m ; , X » ^  ( 2 2 6 )
m ,2 m'j m '2 ( P i  k ,  P )
-  { (*  -  r  -  ^  -  S  -  S )  h q2) - v’(q2)]
_4^f[V?(<1') + W ) ] ( P!J" kia)
+l,' (q2) ' P 10'<I, • k l +  J m f " '2’ • 1,2 ° ’l2) ■k2)
+ l '-(q2) ■ P l ° '(' ) ‘k l +  4m fff(2) • 1,2 <T'J>' k2)
+K(q2)̂ —-—  (<r(1) • Pi + or(1) ^ (1) • k i)4mjm2 \  /
• ( > >  • P2 <r(2) +  <r(2) o-(2) • k2)  } x-m'j Xm{2, (227)
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*1 *2To solve the coupled equations, (115) and (116), we obtain m, (k ,P ) from 
(116) as
v  r £ k
U m 'n  m̂ < i m"2 ^  ~k  ’ m„ (ifc', p )
W  + E (k l ,771!)- E(k 2,m 2) '
m>, m» m» ( M  i -P) (-)
+  1F +  E{k l, 772! ) -  E{k2, 7722) <1 m"2
. (228)
For the binding energy Eb — W  — m\ — 7J22 of the order 1/m,-, we have
1
W  +  £ (k i ,  mi)  — E( k2, m2) 2mx 
Using this with (226) and (227), we can see
+  0 (  1/m?).
"*«2 *1 a2
VF +  jE (ki,m i) -  E ( k z ,m2) 
m' m" m" (&> P)*1 *2 *1 92
W  + E ( k i ,m i)  -  £ (k 2 ,m 2) 
Equation (228) can therefore be written as
=  <9[l/(mj772j)], 




=  [o[l/(m,m,)]*L+:!< s(i'.-P)
+ 0 ( 1  /m .) „„ (*% />) ] . (232)
Substituting (232) into (115), and using =  0 ( l /m t) from (225),
we have
W  -  E (p i ,m i)  -  £ (p 2 ,m 2)] V {+lm,2(p,P)
j. V  V  f  f
V*y > J  (2ir)
(233)
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Using (232) for m„ {k',P), and substituting into (233), we get‘92
W  -  £?(pi,m i) -  £ (p 2 ,m 2)] * t )lIB̂ ( p , i>)
=  _ E  /  
+  E .  X ,
+ e  r  e  J § f S § f S ^ [ ° ^ ¥ ^ b ' ^
+  0 ( l /m ? )* W m,,,( i" ,P ) ] .  (234)
One can see that to the order of l/(m ,m j) , only the term with U++^ +̂  
contributes. Equation (234) becomes
“  J C  j  ( ^ 5 U ^ ^ . n „ . J P , k P ) ¥ : l „ ^ , P )  . (235)
This equation can be reduced to (122) by defining ^  as in (121) . £ /(p ,k) in 
(123) is obtained from (224) using (86) and the relations
(a  • a) (<r ■ b) =  a  • b  +  i (a x b ) , (236)
x <r(1)j  ■ x <r(2)̂  =  q2 • or<2̂  -  ^tr(1) ■ q^ ( cr(2) • q^ . (237)
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H S ( v ) r  f° r QQ M esons
Let
7 -  / ( £ ? ( -  4 ^ ) (p!- kf ^ 2)*<k)
=  j  d3re _ipr Hr(t) ®(r) . (238)
Letting Fr(t) represent the Fourier transform of V'(q2), and using
^p2 — k2j  =  p4 — 2p2k2 +  k4,
we have
1 =  "  4 ^ | /  ( ^  ( P‘ ‘  2p2k2 +  k4)  / <‘3rC‘, r  F rW / dV e‘ ikr' »<r ') • (239>
where k = |k|, r = |r|. Using
e«qr-tkr' _  e :k (r-r')e -ip-r^
since q =  k — p, and
/  ( ^ ‘ ‘fc|r' r1 =  {(r ' - r ) . (24°)
I  can be written as 
I =  - ^ f  { / a 3rp4e - |p-r FR(r ) * (r)
+  J  J  d3r j  d V  (  -  2p!k2 + k4)  e -ip r e ^ ^ F R f r )  <P(r')|.
104
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Using p 2e-,p 'r =  —V 2 (e- ,p r ) and the divergence theorem, we get
1 = ~ 4 ^ I d3re_iPr { v 4 p R(r ) -  2V2FR(r)V 2 +  FR(r)V 4 } * ( r ) .
This can be written as 
/ =  -
Therefore, by (238) ,
Note that
V 2, FR(r)
2 d  L2 
oZ* +  r —  “  Z2> FR(r )d r 2 r d r  r2 
For FR(r) =  FR(r), this becomes
[V 2, FR(r)] =  [V 2, FR(r)] =  F£(r) +  2 F ^{r )^~  + * f£ (r)




V 2, FSfr) + 2 F k ( .r )A  +  * f j ( r )
This can be simplified to
-  " S i  ( j
+  -
1 ( I  d4FR(r) 1 d3FR(r) FR(r) d
d r4 r dr3 dr3 d r
2 d2FR(r) d d?FR{r) d2 _  1 dFR(r) a>
r d r2 d r  d r 2 d r 2 r3 d r  i
(241)





(a) H \ R(r), Hr {r) for v ec to r p o ten tia l U„(r)
By the definition of FR(r), for vector potential Vv(r),
F r {r) =  F v r M  = /  ̂ 5 e-l'r l£(qa) , (247)
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where q =  [q|. Since
4 , o,47t
K (q 2) =  - i ^ ( q 2) i r  , (248)3 q2 
where
^ ( q 2) =  E ^ ^ 2̂ ) ,  (249)
we define
By this definition,
K (q 2) =  K (q2,e =  0), (251)
and,
= _ ™ l Y a . e-tn + t>  ( _  J _  +  j L \ (  1 \ , (252)
<*q2 3 t  V 4 - ,r * = J U 2 + W ( ’
where we have used
—  ( — I — \  =  —  f  — -— )  . (253)
d q 2 \ q 2 +  e2/  de2 \ q 2 +  e2/
Define FvR(r, e) as the Fourier transform of dVv(q2, e)/dq2,
p  / \ f  ^ 9  -ia-r ^ K (q  !^)
FvR(r' e) -  /  ( 2 ^ F e <iq~ • (254)
Using (252), this can be written as
167T ^  f  1 d \
f ™ (r,e) =  - —  g “ * ( - J £  +  * 5 j
■ J  <255>
Using
f  i ! s _  e-'<ire-12/ W)  ( )  = _ L  / “  dq e - l V M ) , (256)
J  ( 2 7 r ) 3  \ q  + €  /  2tt2t Jo q 2 +  e2
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and [74]
r d c qsin(qr) c-q2/ ^ )
Jo 4  q 2 +  e2q 2 +
-  _ I e£2/(4n,2) feCT -  e-£r| £r —  ^  +  e £rerf(—) — e£rerf(+ )j,
where
e r /(+ )  =  e r f  [ +  7 * r ] ,
e r / ( - )  =  e r / j ^ -  -  7 fcr )  ,
(255) becomes
FVR(r,e) =  FVR(r,e)
=  j ;  £  ^  e'2/*4^  [e£r +  e"£r -  e- £re rf(-) -  e£rerf(+)]





 ^  e -£r 3e
We can therefore find
ea:p(+) =  e G‘,*+”r*r) ?
exp(-)  = e G"'* ) .
dlFvB.{r) d'FvR(r,e)
i ”  111X1 . )a r* «—o <j r ’
and FvR(r) can be obtained from (246).
(6) Hsr(t), Hr (t) for sca la r p o ten tia l V^(r) 
Define
V ^ e )  =  (6 r  +  c) e-£r ,
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and denote V^(q2,e), 14(q2, e) as the Fourier transformation of Vs(r, e), Vc(r,e). 
Therefore,
Vs(r, e ) = ( b - ^ -  c ^ j  Vc{r, e) , (264)
V»(q2, e) =  (b ~  Vĉ 2’€) ’ (265)
dVs(q2,e) ( t <P d \ d V c(q2,e)
’ (266)
FsR(r, e) =  (b —  -  c— ^ FCR(r, e) , (267)
where FsR(r,e) and FcR(r,e) are the Fourier transform of dVs(q2, e )/dq2 and 
dVc(q2,e ) /d q 2 respectively. Making Fourier transformation of (263), we have
K(q2, £) = /  <?r eiq'r i  . (268)
J r  q  +  e
This gives,
We therefore have
F^  = 7 ? & - " )  = - h ‘ " T- <270>
Putting (270) in (267), we can find Fsr(jt, e) as
FsR(r,«) =  FsR(r,«) = - j j  e -  -  £ ( l  +  A) e - "  . (27!)
We can therefore find
d r 1 e-*o d r 
and H s r {t ) can be obtained from (246)
r f / s a M  = 1.r a ^ £ M i (272)
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Other Q uasipotential Equations
To compare the results from the spectator or Gross equation, we have investi­
gated two other quasipotential equations. They axe the Wallace-Mandelzweig [62] 
and the Cooper-Jennings [63] equations.
F .l  The W allace-M andelzweig Equation
In the center of mass frame (CM frame) of the quark and antiquark, the 
Wallace-Mandelzweig propagator [62] is
G(WM)(fc; p )  =  (_ 27ri) s ^.o _  g W ( k . P ) , (273)
glWM\ k ; P )  =
where
mi m2
F (k i,m i)F (k 2,m 2)
|  A+(1)A+(2)
[ ei +  £2 -  £ (k i ,  mi) -  E{k2, m2)
[ a + ^ a - w
ei -  e2 -  E (k i, m i) -  E (k2, m2)
a- (1)a +(2)
T - e i  +  e2 -  -E(ki, mi) -  £ (k 2,m 2)
a- (1)a - (2)
+ _ £ l _ £2_ jE(k l , m i ) - F ( k 2, ~  '  > (274)
109
2, ^ 2)}
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where £i +  s2 =  W, £ \ — £ 2  = {m \ ~  m ty /W  and A *^ axe positive- and negative- 
energy projection operators,




A. (ll _  -E (k i, m , ) 7 ^ - V i' - k i +  m, _  _ E v „)(_ k i> < )5 0,(_ k . i < ) , (2T6)
The three-dimensional Wallace-Mandelzweig equation for the vertex function in 
the CM frame is
<Pk
(2t t )3
where p and k  indicate that the constraint of p° = k° = (m\ — m \)l(2W ),  has 
been imposed on p and k.
m  P) =  j - § k  V(P, h P) giWM)(k P) r(i; P), (277)
F.1.1 Qq and qQ Mesons
For Qq and qQ mesons with m x =  mq, m 2 = mQ, we expand A± 2̂̂  by (275) 
and (276) and then multiply the resulting Wallace-Mandelzweig equation for the 
vertex function from the left respectively by y rn 2/.E(p2 ,m 2) ^+(p) w^(P2j ms2) 
and y m 2 /E ( p 2 ,m 2 ) X - { p ) v ^ ( —p 2 ,rnS2), where
M ? )  =
£2 -  £ (p i,m i)  -  E(p2, m 2)
E ( p i ,m i )  jef -  (e2 -  £ (p i ,m a) -  JB(p2,m2))2J
- £ ( p i ,m i ) e i  7(1)° _  ~ (i) .
A_(p) =  -
£2 -  £ (p i ,m i)  -  E(p2 ,m2)
£2 +  E{ p i, mx) +  £ (p 2, m2)
P i + m 1 (278)
£ ( p i ,m x) £? -  (£2 +  £ (p i ,m x) +  E (p2 ,m 2))2]
) ■
E{ p i ,m i)e i  7(1)°
£2 +  E{ p i ,  m x) +  E( p2, m2) -  7 (1) • P i + m i
(279)
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As a result, we obtain a pair of coupled equations
m»2
a:'W  *£ (? ,;> ) = - E / tS ;  + <281>
where
=  * S £ '{k' P)  =  ( g t C r o J  K i i )  fiP>(k2’ T { k  P ) ' (282)
*<-; =  ( i ,  P) =  (  A. ( t)  » m (-k 2, m i ) r ( i ;  P ) , (283)
and
=  (™2/ y / E ( p 2,m 2)P (k2,m 2)j u(2)(p2, mJ2) U (p, A:; P ) u(2)(k2, m'2) , (284)
=  Um72m',2(P ,k  P)
=  (™2/y /E (P 2 , m 2)E{k2, m2)) tl(2)(p2, mS2)V(p, h, P) u(2)( - k 2, m 'J  , (285)
=  u z U M ^ P )
=  (™2 jy /E ( p 2,m 2)P (k2,m 2) j u(2)( - p 2, mS2) U(p, fc; P ) u(2)(k2, m'2) , (286)
^m,2mj2 ”  (Pi P)
= (™2 j \ ] E { p 2,m 2)P (k2, m2)) u(2)(-P 2 , m42) U (p, A:; P) u(2)( - k 2, m 'J , (287)
Using (12) for the kernel V(p, A:; P) and the explicit form of the Dirac spinors 
defined in Appendix A, U-++, U+~, U~+ and U can be reduced to the Pauli 
spin space of particle 2 and expanded in powers of l /m 2. Keeping to the order of 
l /m 2,
U++ , =  v tw m,2 m'2 Am,2 Kfq2) +  -y(,) V„(q2) 
K.(q2)
2mo
7 (1) • (o-W . p2 .̂(2) _j_ ^(2) ^(2) . XmL, (288)
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U ± =  v t -  7 (1 )  • < r (2) K ( q 2 )  +  ^ ( - < r (2 )  • p 2 -  <r(2) • k 2 )ZTY12
K ( q 2 )
2m2
7 (1)0(er(2) • P2 — <r(2) • k2) X-m ',2i (289)
U z+ -  7 (1) * °-(2)K (q2) +  (_or(2). p2 _  ^.(2).2m2 k2)
~ ~ 1 (1)0(-< r(2) • p 2 +  <r(2) • k 2) 
a n XmJ2> (290)
W )
2m 2
7 (1) • <̂r̂ 2) • p 2 <r̂ 2V o^2* • k2^ X-m' i (291)
By the same technique we used in Appendix D, the coupled equations (280) 
and (281) can be reduced to one equation. Keeping to the order of l /m 2, the 
wave equation is
^ ( i )0 _  -yt1) . p  _  m i
2 ~  [7 (1)°wi +  w2(p) ^7 (1)' P +  ™i) ] }  ’P(P)
= / I W k)*(k)
_  r (Pk d?k'
J (27t)3 (2x)3 U( p ,k ,k ') * ( k ') , 2 m2 £ (k i ,  m i) ~ V1"’ * ’ “  ’ * v*" ; ’ (-92)
where U (p, k) is determined by (85) which is the potential derived from the spec­
tator equation for Qq, qQ mesons, and
q ' =  k ' - k ,
ui\ = ( w  — m ^j — rn\ ,
( W  — m2) 2
“ *(P) =  £ (P ’TOi) ~ ~ E ( ^ m—  '
£ /(p ,k ,k ') =  K,(q2) V„(q'! ) ( 7 ° ’ ■ <rm )  ( l ,l) k - m . )  (-,<■>. «•<»>) .
We can see that as m2 —► 0 0 , (292) is reduced to the one-body Dirac equation for 
particle 1 with the potential f/(p ,k ) which is the same as that derived from the
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Gross equation. However, when contribution to the order of 11 m 2 is considered, 
the equation becomes difficult to solve.
F.1.2 QQ  Mesons
For QQ  mesons, we expand both A * ^  and A± 2̂̂  by (275) and (276) and then 
multiply the resulting Wallace-Mandelzweig equation for the vertex function from 
the left respectively by
^ m x m2 j |# ( p i , m j) £ (p 2, m2)] u(1)(p i, mSl) u(2)(p2, mS2) ,
rn2j |# ( p i , m i) £ (p 2, m2)] u(1)(p i, mSl) u(2)( - p 2, m,2) ,
P i^ m iT ^ P z ^ n ^  v(1)( - p i ,  mSl) u(2)(p2, mS2) ,
]jm! m 2̂ £ ( p x ,  m i) E (p 2 , m2)j u(1)( - p i ,  mSl) v(2)( - p 2, m32) .
As a result, we obtain four equations 
[ W  -  E{p i ,  ma) -  E (P2, m 2) ] m,2 (p, P)
= j  [ u ++’++ $ ++ -1- U++'+-  $ +~ +  U++'~+ 9~+ + U++-~ 9 ~  )  , (293)
|  ^(m2 — m2) /  W  - £ ( p i , m i ) - E ( p 2,m 2)}  «+7im^ (p ,P )
=  -  j  [ u +~'++ $ ++ +  U+~'+~ +  U+- ~ + $~+ +  U+~’— , (294)
{ -  [ ( " * ? - m |) /W  - ^ ( P i , m 1) - ^ ( p 2,m 2)}  m,2 (p, P)
= - f  ( t /" +,++ ®++ + U~+'+- V+-  +  U~+,~+ +  U~+' , (295)
[ -  W  -  2J(pi,m i) -  £ ( p 2,m 2)
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=  J  ( tf++ +  U— -+- * +“ +  U— '~+ # - + +  U— '—  )  , (296)
where
. . - (2?r)3m. l m. 2 v '
# + +  , t  p .  =  I m , m 2 - S " ' ( k i , m , ' 1) u P ) ( k 2 , m ^ ) r ( k , P )
’ ’ y E(kj, mi)E(k2.m2) W -  Efkt.m,) -  E(k2,m2) ’
*♦ - ,t  p , =  / m ,a 2 »W(ki, < )  vm(-k 2 , < F ( t ,  P)
" W  ’ 1 VE(kl.ni,)E(k3,m2) ( ^ )  _  Efk^m.) -  E(k2,m2) ’
+  ,  /  m , m 2--------------- T W ( - k i ,  < )  u W ( k 2 , < ) r ( k ,  P )
' V E(k1,m 1)E(ks,m2) ( ^ )  _  Efk^m,) -  E(k2,m2) ’
, ,  p ,  _  / m,m2 - v M ( - k i , < ) v <il( - b . < ) r ( i i , P )
* to' m' v*7 * /‘■ ^ v ’ 7 V E(k i i m i)E(k2?m2) - W - E ( k i , m 1) - E ( k 2,m 2)
UP,P2’TlTi =  U ™ £ ^ ( f c f c ; P )
=  (/?! P2 Ti r2) (mi m2) /  ^ E (p i,m i)  E(p2,m 2) E (k i,m i) E(k2,m 2)
V(w)(Pi» <̂ (p2)(P2, m*) V(p,k; P) <y5(ri)(k i, m 'J  y>(T2)(k2, m 'J , (297)
with pu p2, Ti, r2 =  + , — ; i?(+)(p, ms) =  u(p, ma) ; <^-)(p,m s) =  v ( -p ,m s) .
Using the same method as in the Qq and qQ sector, UPlP2'TlT2 can be reduced 
to the Pauli spin space and the four equations can be reduced to one. When 
keeping only to the order of l/(m ,m j), this equation is
= j  ^ v ^ \ P, k ) m
_ /'3 _ 2(t(1|. <t,2A W ) K ( q ' 2)
J (27r)3 (2tt)3 \  /  W  +  mi +  m2
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i  j ? k _ £ u _ £ M L
J (2jt)3 (2x)3 (2sr)3 V !
where we have used the relation (<rM • cr^)(<T^ • =  3 — 2<r(x) • <r(2). In this
equation,
q" = k" -  k ' 
V < ™ l(P .k )=  W(p,k) +  i  [F,'(q!) +  VJ(q2)] (p 2 - * 2) ’ , (299)
where W(p, k) is determined by (123) which is the potential derived from the 
spectator equation for QQ mesons.
Comparing to the result from the spectator equation (122), (298) gives rise to 
1 jrriQ order of spin-spin interaction which contradicts to experiments. In addition, 
(298) does not give the retardation effects.
F.2 The Cooper-Jennings Equation
In the CM frame of the quark and antiquark, the Cooper-Jennings propagator
[63] is
G<">(*; P)  =  (—2m) 6 «<CJ)(*; P ) , (300)
where
$<">(*; P ) = (
2 W 2
£ ( k i , m i )  +  £ ( k 2 , m 2 )
x |  W 2 -  [^(ki.m O  +  £ (k 2 ,m 2) ] 2j
x |  W 2 -  ^ (k x .n n )  -  f;(k2,m 2) ] 2|  
x f ~k? -  E 2(k2,m 2) '
\  (7 (I) ■ -  mi) J  \  (7 P) ■ kz -  m2) ;
(301)
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with
k  =  (*?, k j) ,
=  — ^ 2"— ' [£ (ki> +  ^ ( k2>"*2)] . (302)
=  W * - n t  + m* ^ (k i? m i)  +  £ (k 2 jm 2 )J (303)
Note that (7 ^  • — m,'j can be decomposed in terms of Dirac spinors by
1 _  rrij / n(0(kj, m'3x)
(7 (‘) • k  -  n i i j  E ( ki5 m i ) k f -  E ( kj, r m )
k f  + E iku m i)  j '  K ’
The three dimensioned Cooper-Jennings equation for the vertex function is
t tPk
m P )  = J ̂ V ( p , k P ) g ‘CJ> ( k P )T ( k P ) ,  (305)
This equation was specificaly constructed to agree with the Blankenbecler- 
Sugar equation in the equal mass limit and also have the one-body limit for the 
unequal mass systems.
The procedures for solving this Cooper-Jennings equation axe the same as those 
in solving the Wallace-Mandelzweig equation. Here, we expand (7 W • fc; — m.) 
in terms of (304) and multiply (305) by certain factors. This results in a  pair of 
coupled equations in the Qq, qQ sector and a  set of four equations in the QQ
sector. Solving these two sets of equation leads to a  single wave equation for each
sector respectively.
F.2.1 Qq and qQ Mesons
To get the coupled equations in this sector, we multiply (305) from the left by
yJm2/ E ( p 2 ,m 2) u(2)(p2, m32) ,
yJm2/ E { p 2, m 2) v(2)( - P 2 , m32) ,
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respectively. We define the wave functions as
-P)
= / jj»>(p2 ,m „)r(p;P)\  (  m2 \ 1/2 /  2W1 \
V 7(1) - P i - » n i  J \ E { p 2 , m 2)J  ^ £ (p i,m i) +  £ (p 2,m 2) /
_______ (p? -  -g(pi,m i)) ( #  +  .g (p i,m i)) (p% +  £ (p 2,ro2))________
( W * - [^(p1,m 1) +  E (p2,m 2) ] 2)  ( W * - [f?(p1,m 1) -£ ; (p 2 ,m 2) ] 2)  ’
P)
= f v W ( - p 2,m a2)T (p;P )\  /  m 2 \ 1/2 /  2W 2 \
^ 7(i ) . p l - rni J \ E ( p 2 ,m 2)J \E { p i ,m i )  + E (p 2 ,m 2)J
(p?--E (P i,™ i)) (p? +  £ (P i,™ i)) (p 2 --S (P 2 ,m 2))
( W * -  [£:(p1,m 1) +  £:(p2 ,m 2) ] 2)  ( W * -  [E ip ^ r m )  -  E (p2,m 2)]2>j  '
Keeping only to the order of l /m 2, the wave equation in momentum space is
{7<1)0 (w — m̂ j — • p — mi
+ ^ ~ '  [7 (1)°wi -  w2(p) ^7(1) • p +  m ij ] J #(p )
(306)
where U(p, k) is determined by (85) which is the potential derived from the spec­
tator equation, and
=r, =  3 £ (p , m ,) ( W  -  m .)  +  m? +  2 (w -  m 2) ‘ ,
/  \ 5 (W  — m 2) +  2?(p,mx)
D j(p) =  £ ( p .m .)  + { W -  m .)  w _ m2 + £ ^ m i)  .
C /(p,k,k ') =  K (q 2) W 2)
x ^7 ^  • tr^^j ^7 ^ °(W  — m 2) — 7 ^^ • k  +  m x)  (7 (1) • <r(2))  .
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One can see that as m 2 —► 0 0 , (306) is reduced to the Dirac equation for 
particle 1 which is the same as that from Gross equation and that from Wallace- 
Mandelzweig equation. Similar to Wallace-Mandelzweig equation, to the order of 
I/TO2, this equation is difficult to solve.
F.2.2 QQ  Mesons
To get the set of four equations, we multiply (305) from the left respectively
by
^ m i  m 2y / | # ( p i , m i )  £ ( p 2,m 2)] «(1)(p i, mSl) k(2)(P2 , m32) , 
\ jm x m 2 J \ e { p i ,  m x) E{p 2, m 2)J u (1)( p i ,  mSl) u(2)( - p 2, m,2) , 
m 2y ^ ^ ( p i , m i )  E{p2, m 2)] u(1)( - p i ,  mSl) u(2)(p2, mS2) , 
m 2y ^ ^ ( p i , m i )  £J(p2,m 2)j u (1)( - p i ,  mSi) v (2\ - p 2, m32) .
The wave functions are defined as
1/2
¥<++>(«, P ) =  ( _____ '̂ 2 .______ )  . ( ____________ )
’ V ^(p i ,m i)£ (p 2,m 2)y \jB (p i,m i)+  £ (p 2,m 2)y
[ff +  £ (p i,m i)]  [jg +  £ (p 2,m 2)] «(1)(p i,m ,1)u (2)(p2,mJ2)r(p ;P )  
( w * - [B fP i.m jJ+ jE tp ,,™ ,)]2)  ( w * - [ B ( p i ,m , ) - £ ( p 2,m2)]2)  ’
*<+-)/* P) =  ( _____ ’H i™ ______ )  ‘' 2 . ( ____________  \
m’2 ’ \ E ( p 1, m 1)E ( p 2 ,m 2)J \E (p i ,m , i )  +  £ (p 2,m 2)y
^ [p?+ g(pi,m !)] [?2 - E { p 2, m 2)\ ti(1)(pi,ro<1)i>(2)(—p 2, roJ2) T(p; P) 
( w *  -  [£ (p i,m ,)  +  S fp z .m ,)]2)  ( m  -  [S (p ,,m ,)  -  E(p2,m2) ] !)  ’
» ( - + > ( - «  =  ( ______ 2 * 2 *  V '2 • ( ________ ^ ________
m’2 ’ \ E ( p i , m i )  E (p2, m 2)J \ E ( p i , m i )  + E{p2, m 2)
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[p? -  £ (p i,m !)] [p2 + £ (p 2 ,m 2)j u(1)(-p i,7 n Sl)u (2)(p2,mS2)r(p ;P )
(w2-  [P (p i,m j)+  P(p2,m 2)]2j  (w2-  [P (p i,m 1) - P ( p 2,m 2)]2j
, j _  /  7721 m2 \ 1/2 /  2W 2
~  \ E { p 1, m 1)E {p2 ,m 2) )  V ^(p i,m j) +  P (p 2,m 2)
[p° -  £ ^ 1 , 772!)] [p% -  -g(p2 ,m2)] u(1)(—pi,mai)t;(2)(-p 2 ,m52)r(p;P) 
(w2-  [p(pi,772i) +  £’(p2,7722)]2j  (\V2 -  [£ '(pi,m 1)-P(p2,7722)] 2̂
For 7721 =  m2 =  m <3 and keeping only to the order of l/m,Q, the wave equation 
in momentum space is
* < » > = / vlc^ * < k> ‘307>
where V^C-/̂ (p,k) =  l/(WM)(p. k) determined by (299) .
Note that the difference between M(p, k), and y (CJ)(p7k) and Vr<VVM)(p ,k) 
is the term that results from the retardation Hamiltonian, Hsr and Hyr .  This 
is not surprising because both of the Cooper-Jennings equation and the Wallace- 
Mandelzweig equation describe systems with instantaneous interactions. For the 
case of 772! =  m2 =  t72q, the Cooper-Jennings equation has the same solution as the 
spectator equation except for the retardation contributions. This is encouraging 
because the Cooper-Jennings equation in this case agrees with the Blankenbecler- 
Sugar equation.
F.3 Conclusion
By investigating the Wallace-Mandelzweig equation and the Cooper-Jennings 
equation, we find the following:
In the Qq sector, both the Wallace-Mandelzweig and the Cooper-Jennings 
equations give the correct one-body limit as does the Gross equation. However, 
when 1 /tt2q corrections to this limit are considered, both the Wallace-Mandelzweig 
and the Cooper-Jennings equations are difficult to solve.
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In the QQ sector, the Hamiltonian derived from the Cooper-Jennings equation 
is the same as that from the Gross equation, to the order of 1 frriq, except for 
the retardation effects. The Wallace-Mandelzweig equation produces these same 
terms along with additional terms that are inconsistent with experiments.
Neither the Wallace-Mandelzweig nor the Cooper-Jennings equation includes 
the retardation effects since they describe instantaneously interacting systems.
We have, therefore, concluded that the Gross equation is easier to work with 
and the Hamiltonians derived from it have more reasonable physical interpreta­
tions.
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